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PREFACE TO THE SERIES 4

.
. . . .

'The International! Heath.Planning Reference Series bas'been deVeloped .

by tte Offite of International Health, Public Health'Service on requat
Agency fot Inteimationai Development.

.

'

'The seriei'consists of six basic 'volumes whichcovein variety of
AreAlth issues eensipred yital for effective aVelliment planning.
'These vOludes contain reports of statempf the art surveys and hiblio7
graphtes.ln seleCted subject areas.1These pre intended for the seriOns,

. esearcher and planning professional. .. .

..,1

711 e sixvvolumes are.supplemeintedlaTten.additional works in ihe
International Healcil Planningliethods Series,,which is4Antended to .

assist health AectoT advisors, administratorsplanners in health
related activities: Each manual in this,Aeries attempts to'be bothol

-praOical tool and a source bookA.n.a specialiied area of concern,

.
.\

.

.The volumes in the InternAtionAl.Health Planning Referance Series
contain the-efforts of.experienced 'professionals who hAVe identified4
limited bui pertinent reference materials for planning in A paricular
field.. Through:thfs e ort tAY hol5e to provide the AID fie d officer
,and his host country 'co terpartswieh usqful refereqeha for systeloatic:
Atealth planning in deve oping colint'ries ,

4 4.4
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PREFACE TO VOLUME FOUR '

_J ,

This comibined literature review:and annotated bibliography 4eals
with the Subject of gocimatural factors in health planning for
developing countries. It isthe 4eurth.volume in .the series
of WorksAnown collectively as the International Hesleh Planning
Reference Seties. .

,..

e series was produced by'the Office of International Health as
4,

re gested by the Agency for Intnational Development tocprovide
.

AID dvisors and hAalth offici s in developing countries yith
critically needed references r incorporating health planning
tato narional plans for economic devielopment.

THis volume is intended primarily as a companion piece to voluble four,
Methods Series:SocioCulturhl Factor's in Health Planning. Reference,
included here have been selected to identify works that support
and 1114rge upon material contained in the basic manual. J6

V
. o

It should be stressed ehat the,bibliography cempiled here makes no
claim to be an xhaustive or comprehenstve listing of available,
rei4ources. lt(isa seiective bibliography on*. Materials were
included only if they dealt primarily with tfie roblem'of socio-;
cultutral fact'rs in health planning for devel ing countries or if

!
tfity'eontaine material that was directly partinent to that limited
area clf inter st.

. .

.
. .

Texts writtdivin'languages other than English were excluded from '

consideration here. Referencga that were of solely historical
interest weie not included,.nof were several otherviise exce1le4
texts that related' only in general,terms to the health Sector in
developing countries. Most of the references her:e are to beeoks or
articles pubLished during recent yeartp.

_

PrePaeation of this-volume was und ertaken for!the Office of_Inter-
' fiational Heatth'by Plog Research,. Inc., of kiseda,Falifornia,.fun-
ticining as a CUbcontractor to the E.H.White Management
ConSultantSe'of,San FranCisco, Califolnia; Thig volume vies. pnePflred
under the superVision qf Renee White Praseri Ph.D.

In the study of,health.care Systems, several dispiplines must be
considered... This literature review and bibliography focitses mar

contributions froortflt fields of anthropology and socioloiy.'

13
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--Anthropological literature that focuses upan heelth and illness,in
either evolutionark or cmosscultural. perspectkves Ilea-become knaWn
as the literature of medical aiithropplogy. 'The literatLir in4t4ia
rapidly.grOwing twig discipline is vast and widely scatter 4%plium4
eroustexcel ent works exist in lapguagetother than English,"-.

1-

Similarly trIbuttona to literature on health care from the
field of sociology form a classification known as medical sect-.
()logy, a di4tplipe wfiich emerged during the 1950s. Two basi4
approaches e ap ent: the soctology of medicine amd ethno.-
medicine.

>
.407c

The sociology of medicine is characterized by studies of medical-
institutions and the systems of which they are a part. Arks'
dealing with sociology in medicine are more often conceyned wlth.
indiviAlual and social factors relVed to diavse and-treatment.

tthnomedicine, part of the medilal an ropology field, ks the study
, of how members of different cultures ttRk abadt abease and health,'

how they organize themselves toard medical treatment. The
literature in thisLarea usually inCludes analypis of the medical model
and the adequacy of the system ft,supports. -

. .

The authots of this work have febquently expreSited personal points
of view with reference to specific reViews.. 'While their vi inta
generally coincide with 'organ.zatiGns or agencies with whom y
are associateClithe mater 1-in this text'should.not be construed
.to reflecrtheiffi ial p licy of any agenci or tkrganization. *

% -

Throughoutr. aturkreyiew awl: annotated bibliqgVaphy, as was
the case wl"th u41 00 this subject, is woven a recognition
that'an 4pg0.6 n of iotiocultural differences is an important
aterequiilte- uccessfut planning of health care systems in
savveloping countr es.

1\si

. 1

Paul I. Ahmect
Prqject Officer
Office of Ineernational Health

-t
4
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A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE FOR SOCIAL, CULTURAL:$

AND HEHAVIORAL ASPECTS'OF HEALTH'PLANNING

, .

The literature'concerning abcial and cultural facts of.delivering,
plannifto, and assessing health care in developing countries has been re--

.
-viewed.for this paper. An emphasis has been placed on litizrature exatining

.

. "the provision.of _modern medical technology to these countries. This material
. 'underscores the quotation from Paul (1955), that any improveFent An the.prp.,

vision of medical care_to these nationti demands a wider .acceptance of a much
deePer cross-cultural outlook. This 'paper presents an introdudtion'to that:
'outlook and the. wisdonAlerived, from theatEemrts to provide modernsmidlcine
to developingNcountries.

.
, .

The lite0ture clearly supports the notion that the key.to.-the success
of a health care program that includes modern medical'technology from the \
West is understanding the culture and adapting modern medicine-to:fit the

,

needs Of-the people from their. viewpoint. This paper is organized around
r

. that prihciple'. . , ,
,

.

1

The first part oi this presencption offers`background material for under-
$

itanding culture; belief systems related to -health in Central-and South .Amerk
_

411,-.Africa, and A014. This-is followed by a- desription at the generic leVlk
. of respodses to 1lf4ess_and beliefb regarding health that permeate any culture.1
One partiFUlar response is to use a health care syStei compoSed of healers.
Fundamental.principles that underpin the eelatiopship of. any.shaman/ppysician
are.presented here as ajramewoqc st tool for understanding( a particular , t

60.1lture's approach to illness. . - .

The thir4 'section reews transculiural commentary on more efficacious
.

means of providlng modern medicine to developing couAries. These connente - -'

include analysis of the obstacles inherent in this transfer of technollagy
mid recommendations on edging with this strategy. .

.

The last section Orovides two. case studies in the adaptation of modern
medicine to fit,tHe needs of the people'from their viewpointe This inclUdes
a cletailed'description of two viewpoints, Middle Eastern medicine, and humpral.
dedicine; and, a lescription of how these'are able to interact-with modern 7

medicine,

, Definition of SocioculturarFactórs
The, socialn (or sOcio=) factors that affect health'care refer to the

interactions bekween an ind vidual and,a grogp or institution in the health
context. Most of these inte'bkc,tions are based on a set of norms and,expecta-
tions dictated by culture thr h socializatiion%

. -

'9In fact, the interactions in which one.epgages for the purposes of,
'health have been described as condtituting a health,culture.- Edgeland (in
-Weidman. and Edgeland, 1973) has described, this conception of health behavior:
" For every sphere of human activity,i there develops over a period pf
time a complex of institutionalized norms. This el:Ili:tering of ncvms, with

I al

1 .
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related values. beliefa, knowledge, folkways, mores, and custams, reprepents
the sociological idea embodied in the concept--social institution. This
implies thqt one can view'the culture pattern as a series ef inter-related
institution's . . Around sickness and health, in e'Very sotial system, there

. has etherged smile pattern of normative regulation, with alI its inherent beliefs,
expectations, and sanctions ... . As a social institution, the behavioral
sphere of heaith=-illness is inter-related with all.other vital areas-of
human activity (such as economic, political, educational, family and marriage,
and religion)."

The cultural factors that affect'health care blend very effectively into
the social and psychological componenta of'experience. CulfUre permeates a
society and is only manifest I'm the social behaviors of people and their psycho-
logical experiences. One *ell accepted definition of culture (Tylor, 1471) pre-
sents the\vehicles of culture and the means it uges to form the individual%
Accordime.Ao Tylor (1871)..culture isL."Tbat complex whole which includes
knowledge, belief, art; morals, liw, custOms and any other'capabilities and
habits acquired'by, man as a member of sodiety,"

The "complex whole" that 1st formed by culture and, at the same ripie, is
tulture is described by Honigmann (1963) as! 'Patterns of leaTned behaviors
and.values which are shared among members of a designated group and are 'usually
,transmitted to others of their grout through time."

Another-explanition of culture by Aftwole (1970) is more abstract, and it
followrs from cognitive map, theory iv psychology. This provides a conception
'of culture that more accurately portrays how culture is constantly aPerating
in one's daily life':

"Each nermal person, by the time he has become an adult, has in his mind '

.an understandihg 4nd view of the universe in which he lives. This world view
may be likenedtO a map; it is an abstraction'. It only delimitn certain .

.'feetures of the landscape. From an analogy of the Various kinds Of maps in
use in everyday life, it would obviously be foolish to attempt to gain-somew
idea of the altitude of the lairrounding mountains from a road map. Likewiae,
if'a navigational chart is chosen, very little, knowledge of'the highway System
will result. .

"This analogy is useful because ibe map we carry around in our minds ab.;,-
'stracts certfin iMportant feature's from our surroundings and presents them. It
is'an important fact that we cannot see, or more properly perceive, eveiything
-in our universe. We only perceive tertain things; our"map' Directs us to.th'em.
Our.mapSin a sense,'spells out directions for doing things we want to do.
:The map stands ag a screen between us arid reality, and provides a set of diiec-
tions on whatto do undertertain.circumatances."

The part of this map that corresponds to perceptions of and activities
relatedtto one's body and one's mind is "health."'

bFFINITIONS OF HEALTV

The concept of health is based on society's defined norm of well-beirtg
A society la a cOMplex of meaningfully articulated elements with a high degree
of regularity in Its funCtioning and predictability in its internal opetItions.
The key poipt is that individUal members perfOrm a series of sotial _roles. The
capacity of an individual to perform the sokial roles represents health (Field,
1973), The facto;s that shape those roles and create the.behaviOr associated
with healtkand Ulnas are derived from culture,.

The'concept of disease refers,to some'deViation from normal:functioning
which had tindesirable consequences because it produces.personal'disbifort or

;

a
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adversely fects an individual'Sfuture health status. Each of these cen-
siderations suires an evaluation or judgment;gwhat is normal functioning;
what are uncle rable consequences; what xs disclimfort; what is an adverse
affect on one' uture health status. Cultural patterns and.typical ways of
life give substa e to the manner.in which illness is perceived, expressed,
and reacted to.

Since a socie conception of health ts integrally related to its*
culture, simple defi Lions of health throughout the world do not exist.\
The state of well,bein and what constitutes a deviation from that' labeled as
qn illness varies. The mplexes of symptoma recognized as diseases with
biological or theoretical sychological causes within western medicine persist
in varying degreeethrougho the world. However, they do not exist as those
same distinct units concept z by modern medicine (Fabrega, 1975).. What
follows are brief,descriptions conceptions of health and their related
cultural meanings in Central an outh America, Aftica and Asia:

Central and South America
Individtials of Spanish heritage Ing in Central'and South America hold

sociocultural values that inculcate tradi onal religious'dogma (Kenny, 1963).
The individual is conceived of as "An integraA being - body and soul" with
specific social roles, "honorable manhood"-for the-9ale,.and nmiaculate moth9r-
hebd" eor ihe female. Health is based on the extent to which the individual-
fulfills his iddhl social role. Iperefore,-illness represents a moral crisis
invoked by the supernatural, and cure is thought to be affected, directly ,br

41, indirectly% hy supernatur91. lorces (Foster, 1953; Lunch, 1969).
Within these cultuires, the germ theory of disease holds little.peaning

(Lynch, 1969). Instead, the indigenous syetems of6folk medicine are based on
humoral medicine. The body is in a state of equilibrium or health when the
correct proportion of hot and cola exists. One's life is affected by the
,exerrpreeent qualities of het and cold (Logan, 1973); A detailed description
of this belief system and its interaction with western medicint.idll 'appear
later in this paper.' .

,
,4;.`

In .the Mesttzdogroups of cohstul Peru and Chile healeh is not-dominated
. by a belief"in supernatural causation. The Mestizo etiological conceptions
seek no underlying support from religious or biological ,theories (Simmons;

%.1955). Instead, there are five major etiological categories that embtace all
of the serious and most minor illnesses: illness caused by severe emotional
upeet;- contamAnation by unclean persona; obstruction of the gastrointestinal=
tract; undue exposure to heai or cold; And exposure to bad air.

It is generally believed among the Mestizos that severe emotional upset
may directly cause organic disorders, most of which are potentiaill'fatal.
Spsto, fright, results from encountering an apparition, which always involvei
seul loss, or from a sudden arid unexpected experience such as being startled
or attacked by an animal, falling, l'articularly into water, a loud wise or .

clap on the back, and others which may not involve soul'loss. Symptoms of
fright including wasting away, fever, diarrhea, Sleeplessnss, loss Of will,
malaise,and geheial "nervousness" are 8ften the sympfbmatology,associated
with diabetes. Embarrassment can result in "chucaque" whose symptomsbre'

chills. A fii of anger is-responsible for a ther_set of 'symptoms; jealousy
severe agile& in the head,. stomach, and abdom:7 vomiting, diarrhea, fever'and'

A.
another, etc. (Simmons, 1955)

Contamination by _virtually unclean persons is a.category of
with a magical etiology. The most important and pervasive cause ip this catw-
gory is el ojo, evil eye. Menstruating women are "virtuilly unclean" and not
allowed contact with young children (Foster, 1953).

f

MI=1.
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Obstruction of the gaitrointestinal tract provides rhe,etiology for all
gastrointestinal illnesses, chicken pox, measles, and smallpox.. Undue ex-
posure to exceseive cold.or heat from'the environmenCis the cause ascribed
to a variefy of illnesss including)tuberculosis, pneemonia, infldenza, bron-
chitis, whooping cough, cough, and the common cold (Simmons, 195,5). All

. muscular und neurdlogie ailments (rheumatism, sciatia, arthrtielis) are ascribed
to cold along with conjunctivitis,and malaila (Simmons 1955).

"Bad air" is usually.described as e current of air that-enters any part
of the body. Any sydden thange in environmental temperature will make a person-
vulnerable to "aire," as the illness is labeled.. The source may be the atmow-'

.phere or tt may come from the graves of ancient ancestors.. The symptoms associ-
ated with thl.s condition arefof assorted aches 'or pains (Simmons, 1955).

It is important to note that these notions are ndt consistent throughout
the Mestizo people. There wee variations in treatment and causation throughout
oubcultures-(Cutierrez, 1975i' Grollig, 1976).

'.Africa

In Africa, numerous systems of medicine exist. The batahara of Mali have ,

a cosmological.belief system that influencesotheir perception of health. There
is a constant equilibrium in the wotld belween the,four elements, water, eayth,

' air, and fire. A disequilibrium of these elements or the elimination of one
results in ill health. However, the causes of such disequilibrium are complex
and multiple. WiChin the traditional:context, diseases are classified into
four categories corresponding-to those eledientb-(Zahan, 1957).. Beliefs in
this causation Scheen have been modified considerably under the influence of
Islam. (Iiperato, 1975) In contrast to modern medicine, iseises are not
classified on the basis of syndromes entitled by infectious. ents, but rather
by symptoms.

The basic cause in a disease is associated with the physical Sensation
cadsed by the element in question. The nnsdlogy is based on the association
that exist's between the elements and portions of.the anatomy. The basic'

4
nosologytof the Bambara 16 presenteH below in Table 1.

rft poist other African countries, the concept of disease first takes into
account the role of the spirits of dead ancestovs (tdetig, 1476). Because of
organic and psychological relations t4at exist beEween the living and the
dead, the spirits of dead ancestors seem to take great interest in the affair
of the living. They regulate the general conduct of individuals in African
society. Those who deviat4 from the normal adttvities in the,culture, such
as refusing to offermeecrifice to ancestors, disobeying cultural ethics, doing
injustice to others, refusing to cooperate with others for the general good '

or ignoring ones responsibilities-to himself and others must pay the price
individually. The spirits de not discriminate in their ettacks. Their victItiA
, inelude both adults and children. Their activities,'however, are concentrated
on the adults. Children are hardly over possessed as adults are. The attack'

. on the children seems te be a consequence of negligence on the part of adults
in maintaining peaceful ceexistence with ancestral codes. Arlimali.anplants,
also follow suit because of this general ignorance,(Ndetig, 19.76)'.

.. The native doctors in Africa show unusual sensitivity te psycciological
needs. The emphasis in understanding illness is-not hoW did it occur, put why
(Imperato, 1474).-

The nattve doctor is characterized by his understanding atall human
diseasls-have a psychosomatic aspect. By...psychosomatic, itis meant that '

health problems of whatever magditude are' Xikely to affect "ftorrial lunctions"
of an individual at the psychological and physiological levels. A-cause of

.

4.
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. Element . Disease of Symptain

\
s.-

Table 1

2.4mbarb Nosology of Some:pit:leases* .
,

%,
Earth

.

0

_

Water

OR

Air'

Fire

Leprosy *

Amssarea 46

Low "back pain k
Constipation

kAb(dominal cramp%
'

- '46cesa .

Illephantlases of lower
extremities'

Poliomyelitis
Fractures
Syphilis
Yaws 's

Dental caries

..
1

Jaundice
Conjunctivitis
Thytoid.goiter
Trypanosomiasis
Intestinal parasites

Taenia
Pinworm

Secondary sgphilis
DracuncUliasis7.

&Smallpox.
Measles
Meningitis

Neu lo ic disease
Anxie
Madnes
Epildps

Ear eche
Hiccups
Ringworm
Prickly heat
Acne
Arthritia
Malaise
Impotence
Deaf-muness
Coryza

Dysentery
Laryngitis
Skin ulcers
Gonorrhea
Schistosomiis s

"b.

\ Bambarh.tame

* This list presents a few.examples_ohly.

gagi
team Wba
kOid diIii
keno dya
knoo dip&

,

soumOni

yOuipogOlo
n'gara *.

kblaari
.4a

m'soron
sogien '

say
.nye diii
folo

sunoko-bana
konona tpumou
n'tord
toumoni 4
blen boro
segele .

zo

neone
finyabana
kungolp

.hakili wilt
ya

. yere yowe

klo
yegerou .

hada
blani
gorou

kcilochf'

dyen dye woliifp
kulusi dyaWsiri,
boboya
mpura

tokotikoni
ka sisi
cybli
damadyala
nenkenieblenke

!,Translaticin

drwakenneas
arge Swelling:
back pain .

ry stnma4
atomaah pain
.hearf .of-gopstping

.

spOngeoe
'to hind'ef.

:-bokenItione
'create-
great alrphilia-
jossly .

yellem
eye, pain.

depth
dleeping disease
stomaah worA
taenia
fittl.p worm..

mouth,pyphiiis
drancunculiasis

f r

smallpox .

. wind ilinesé
head pain 0.,

,

10.

-4

"(Imperato, 195)

1 3

0.

nervousness

convulsions
ear.ache
hiccups
tint
small tint
papule
tIone pain-
bent all over
trouser attachment
heap
coryza

noise
burned neCk-
blood
dry mouth
re4 urine
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this realizatjon, he. mak-es sure that the diseased body'geta its share of.
herbs, and .psyskhologica). Tijabalances are testored.. The psychothetapies take
the forms of divinatioh, confession, restoration of faith in the dead an-.

cestors; off.trings and "bibliotherapy." The native doctor presexibes dances
in accordanpe '41th traditional culture. The dances are'meant to-entertainthe sptrits so they. keep-away '41 the affl n ohictios w cause human
suffering.- Voo oo and Zambil found in many African cultur a, are-in4h1.0'
tategory of dances, Inieddition, the dances forwan excellent base for grodp
therapy. It piovides(.1 free climate Or catharsis. ,.:4111 . _ .

i In sum, a witch doctor treats effectively.the tiWEe broad categories
4= (*diseases recognized in modern or scientific.titedicineL

,

Specific Diseases:- The diseases in this class were fairly well known
to the witch'doctor- 'He knew specific herbs ibat he could administer andlget
the expect6d result. In moderntmedicine, diseases in'tthis category are not

.many.
. Symptomatic Diseases: -The diseases in this group involved both herbal

treatment and.a psychological result. In other words the witch doctor gave
an herb which reduced the symptom of disease in the patient without neces-
sarily changing his'pathological state.

Y
' Psychological Diseases: The, witch doctor gave psychological therapies

in addition to hibliotherapy. In this way he was able to improve the feeling'
of te patient vithous necessarily changing his pathological condition. A
goold doctor in_the modern.sense has to-be more or less like the traditional
native doctor.. He is no't a specialist who treats only specific diseases but ,

alsa one 4ho treats nonspecific diseases, that is, symptomatic add psythologi=
cal ones which make up as much as 90 percnt.of all known diseases. (Ndetig,
41976). ,

Kiev (1964) presents an ipteresting, useful analysis of patterns bf
psychiatric care in Africa, C.44.11*es (1976) offers a guide to the classifica-
tion systems used in-a variet.YOf African societies.. The particufarxdference
is to causality. The emphasia is on demonstrating that most accoUnts hive
been too' general and to show that witchcraft and sorcery are not theNonly
means. of`treattent.

Other authors who discuss the contemporary functions of tradi&onal
..conceptiOr df health in Africa ind modern medicine are Vas Etten (1972);

'.M46sing ( 470); Buck,-Anderson, Sasaki, and Kawata (r970);. Loudon (1976);I ,

Stablein (19Z6).;.-Kiteme t1976); Bettrussef and Wessen (1974);-Imperato
'44 (1974, 1976);'Grottanelli(1976).

0
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There are ihree regional tradietons of Asian medicine: Chinese,
',Ayurvedic, and Arabic-Persian o Unani (Leslie, 1975). Discussions of the
history of these traditions and their aimilarities pre nnmerous (Gallin,
1975; Burang, 1974; Bhardinaj, 1975; Beals', 19Y6;liasham, 1976; Jellife,
1957/Coilld 1964; Wolff, 1975; Foong-an, 1972:.Aban, 1975; Martin, 1975;
porWert,11974; Kleinman, et al., 1975).

,

The a*stems of medicine in Asia all rely uPon humoral theories. The
Ayuryeda doctrine incorporates fiv); "bhutas" or basic elementp; the '!tridosa,"
three humors; and seven i'dhatuer or components-cf.-the body. The five didnents
are ether, wad, water, earth, and fire: Buddhist thought adds consciousness
(ObevSekere, 1976). Physical health is maintained when the humors are in
harmony. When they are upset, they become "trophies" of the organiq. These
systems olf,belieftand the trestacnts within eaCeare too cotplex for presen-
tation' in thisopaper. A detaile description 901110dle Eastern theoriep,of
medicine wIll.be presented later in this paper. 1Er
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The fallowing aCcount of Indian val.+ life in Nyderbsd State 'demon-

strates hoy illness is a part of the ritual structure of,Hindu life:
"Most of the common diseases are interpreted as a 'fault in the physical

system,"and are treated with herbel,medicines or modern drugs obtained from at
the dispensary. Common "colds, headaches, staMach aFhe, scabies, gonorrhoea
and syphilis are regarded as natu al diseases, and an effort fs made to cure
them with medicine . But persis nt.headaches, interMittent.fevers4 con.%

. tinued stqmach dia . rickk and other wasting diseases among children,
menstrual ,troubles epeated.ab'ortiOns, etc,-are ettributed to supernatural
forces. In, all such casgs medicinsa cures as well as propitiation of the t....

.

funseen pawers' are sttempted famAlialleously, 'simf5arly snch calamitiee as
the failure' of cropa,:"total.blindneSs:.,'reneated eailures;1M undertakings,'

-,
d -

.,

deaths oflhildren in quick succeasiori aid Ipo many, deatfas,..in' the fetidly . *

. within,a shatt'time, are taken to indicate Thistortune.' ...and' 'the..handlwork' :
ef Malevolent supernatural forces." Smallpox, cholera and plague are always.

. attributed to the wrath of various goddesses. For t10se diseaees warship it
regarded as the only remedy; and no 'medicines are adlinisfered to the.patient."

...., ')

(Dube, 1955)
i

Opler (1963). 4.4ho workedain North India reports on the general approaCh .

of indigenous medicine which ln many cases is a hybrid of the three regional
traditions of'Asian medicine.

"Indian medicine considers disease as a state of disharmony in the body
as a whole and a result.notaillybf.the external factors nqr merely of the ,_
external causes. Hence, according-to it, treatment should aim at not only
the ftnding of appropriate internal remedies, but the employment of all avail-
able means to restore the normal ballance or epilibrium. The comprehensiveness

gthe.Indian medicine is further evident from the attention it-gives to dtet--.
th in health and injisease. It takes into acdount not only the'Orevailing

season and climate but also the temperaient and constitution of the individual"
(Opler, 1963) I

Kleinegb, Kunstadtert, Alexander, and Gale (1976) present an excellent
series bf papeTs comparing health care in Asian societies. Obeyesekere (1976)
presents Wtranslation of varieus6Indian and Southeast Asian illness complexes
and their western counterparts. geslie (1976) presents a series of articles
on the structure, history, and-modern impact of these three traditions in Asia.

. Kie/m.(1964) offers a useful treatment of fnlk treatment.of mental illnessrres-
in this ailli. Kapur (1974) offers a More modern examination of the patterns of .7--
mental health care in ledia and the current treatment by traditional and
modern healers.

*

*Ie

RgsllisEs 0 ILLNESS

In reviewing these brief descriptions of health it is evident that a
socie* developrs a means Of maintaining health, a health care syttem, that
reflects its basic conceptions of the meaning of life and its purpose.(Lynch,

. 1969). '40The ways in whickillnesses are conceptualized and the techniques
developed to cope with them can be distingui9hed as four analytically distinct
responses that man has evolved. Field (1973) presents these ai tollows:

"(1) The religious respanse to illness anct death may be described at-
one that encourages their (passive) acceptance as the result of some higher
force(s) or power over vhich man has no.control, and whose desire are often
mysterious or capricious. Tlie religious response thus attempts to provide
'symtplic meaning.!. For example, in.the case of premature death that other-

.

wise makes 'nesense.% the stock phrase44, 'The Lord4giveth and the Lqrd
taketh away, .blessed be the name of the Lard.'

mar

a
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. "(2) The magieal response is an attempt to actively deal with ill-
ness seen (often in 'anthropomorphic terms) as the resalt of the Ations of
-gods, divinities, witches, or other occult forces that must be palliated.
neutralized, or in some.fashion'affecbed so qat they, in turnt, Will-affect.

',the course (!f illnese. It is an qttempt to secure tavor4le oUteomed, and
is epitomized, in the modern worldt by.the familiar phrase: 'If you want to

" help the patient recbver,- praY.for him as you have -vnever prayed before.'
This response, thus providea 'ritualistic means' to deal with illness. TN
administration of iertain drugs, *hose effect is doubtful but hopefully luirm-
less, may:alse'be likened-to a. kind ofimagic associated with the need to 'do
something.'" .

fir

.-

The.pastoral response may be,describedat the provision of psycho.-
. logiehr help and suppoit, of 'tender loving card' te the anxious and often

,
emotionally regressed.Patient, Particularly in. the light of the asSociatian

..
-of illness-and injury witti poSsible.permanent disability, dependency, euffer-
'ent,,and deeth. The'payche-emotianal support and reassUrance must include a 4 1

stronWfiduclary elebent, and reassuranCe to the patient.that the'health per-'
sonnel 'care' for him in the dual etymological sense of 'love' and 'treatment,'

. and do not mean to exploit hiS defenselessness. In-an evolutionary sense,Jts
prototype is probably'the mother-child relationship. This reeponse thus pro-
vides 'af0-ective.medning.r_ 4 1g,..

.,

"(4) The technical medical response is the_provision of services'aimed
at dealing with illness and trauma in verifi ide scientific-objective,terms,

.70)oth in the.conceptualization of etiblogy and e applicatilo of remedial
measures. It is usually con ived as an active i erventiiiii, as doing something
fil And for the patient, epito ized by the.stocio7p- !')k.- 'the physicians'are doing.

6 all they can ta save the pat nt's life (or limb or h- d ) ' This response-
'provides 'instrumental means:" (Field, 1975) . .:

Societies respond to illfiesses through, a combination of these fouriways:
Field (1973) has illustrated fairly typical American responses that reflect
these characteristics. The depictions of health and illness in Asia, Africa
and Central and South Amerida display the fact that certain cultures empha-
size oneaspect'as.an explanation for disease afid health. .These methods of
coping with illnea* can be considered.to vary on activity aild moderness'dimen-
sions. Field (V975) has presented this chart as a basis for describing a cul-

4ture's reaction to illness:

Non-Modern Mode-rn

Active Magical Medical
Passive Religious Pastoral

A culture's basic orientation predicts its position in this-schemat A
culture oriented toward the resigned acceptance of the world would emphasize
a more passive religious'and pastoral response to illness. While g culture
oriented toward mastering nature.would be more inclined to do something about
illness in magical and, medical ways. But even In the highly scientific medical,,
systems oftwestern countries, one finds important elements of magic (for refer-
,eve, see Kiev, 1964). It'is not unusual in western countries for a treatment

0 to be prescribed because it answers the need io do something, everi when the
physician is fairly certakn it will not help the patient. This is in a stinse
,the employment of.magjc. Indeed, the workings of placebos in the West are
'Amagical" in most acceunts (Fabrega, 1974): At the sams,time primitive medi-
cine contains many empirical elements (Simmons, 1955; Woods and Grave 1976).

The Healer-Patient'Relationship
This cross-cultural examination of reactions to i13,.1.2ealth suggeats the

4
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. compleX basis for the fitanceptionof being 7not ialth)r.'! Bedily abnormap.ty,.-..

, ! ,

sensatione; perceptions, ritual practice, anA gnitive interpretation afe
fusid in any conception Of disease (Turner', 1 ; abiega, 197 . '

It is evideneethat in, the proceses D/f SO il/d opntf in any sodietf,
-a meaical subculture ahd specialized occupat na1: r4les ten etharn 4 illness

., pect to the four re onses eutlined'anVe n m9St/developin 4oun:iri s Th. e -

emerge (Field, These Specialplied.re 4s 4re/uttiffer iated. w th res-'

:. gpvialist 413 simiataneousay Magician, r st rpattor, and 1tor. 'The ap ev-
,

'ince of medicine as a'distinct bodyarf 4 1 gel and practi.ce cqmtiined with
, .

biomedical'technology%baS led.to ajO , aOitloa of th st! elhiods ancl---"
j ..mediCal.roleS, with dilltinct'responsib
i As follows: .. \ - .... /--.

. ..,

s.! ,FieldeA 'depicioni.

.

* 411.

Religious -

.

/

Religious sub-culture Me4i. al sub7cultukt?find

. kind special: pri sist alist: physician, sdrgeon,
..

minister, he er.
4

ald:other health professionals.
r

i

#.

Possit4 t

!differ ntiation
.

.Y4

r

In the developing coulltries, thepe.roles are all.played by the Wiginou;
healer. For cetturits, 1Thnan societies have'had perscks-percsetd'as mor

4 skillful than theiftiellows in the.alleviation of-clister16.1-t. While indl-
ginous practitionerSTare usually not full-time"sOcialists in AbibIr crafe
of healing, the* poSsesa knovledge of healing aspects of the environment
herbs, phyalcal locations, etc.) some rudimentary uth6pedic.a04suggic41.

lls, andlsome effective'psychosocial techniques (Ackerknecht, 1942)c The4
im ortafice of the healing role is cr tical.to a culture:. The.person with
lAkeling powers is p_k y and powerfut re rce ii. te stability of the group
and its organized ke onse to threats of all kinds, wbet4er that be sickness,
starvation, cx amin through crop f ure, disappearance of animals,..or
disruptions of bad w ether.. Guidan e antcounsel in the mgking of critical
group decisions for either famiAr or community is often pakt of the heartr's
role. The indiglno s healer's role has a wide-ranging and comprehensive ,

orientation respon ing at the next higher-level of tehcnical skill after
ay_remedies have been'attempted cKimg; 1970.. J --

This role:of the indiginous health practiti9ger is filled in the' United
States by the family doctor. Indeed Hughes.(1976), and Other,,anthrpologIsars

that ihe reCent deveppment of familly mediaine as a "new" medical speci
ilalty thenited States-reflects a cyclic historical procdss returning-the

indigeKeus healer's,role to the-mainstream of American.life.

9
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Looking at. the feetwes definfng the healej. ole from aahistorieel and
cross-cultural Oerspective-demonsirates that.a cgm limentary relatIonship

lnesses and the fotmal roles, exists betOeenpsychosociarneeds'of people-'with i
that eventually evolve in any culture to respond e,those needs. 1g this is
the case, ,fhere are%4xitica1 b'ehavioral.and human relations factors that shOuld
be taken into account in the conscious-pianning of health are1 deltirery systems .

throughout the world. "0: *

' The ilhajor *Art:Canal- Eharat,teristics !of the role, of family.phys4tian
-

, .correspond to generic dimensions of .health care deliveribe fmuhd in alPhmman
societies (40i-s, 197.6: Hartiodt, 1976). "George-Engei (1973) has-written'of
the "endurltig dttributeg of ined1Cine" releyint for.incorporition intothe medi-
cil.cutriCulum. Mese enduring'uttrittutes afmedieine reflect the'agphetYPical.
nature of the healer. Lynch (1968)', Lesi1e (1976), Lczudon: (1976), GroTlIg land

,

Miley (1973), And otherg stippeit the 6im1ilar1ty of role characteristicsTcultdres
difeibute to the relatienship betiAn tHir.healer-and the patient.. An under-7..

.

'Aandihg of,this "skeleton" on:whith a cullytel"beliefs Are huhg'Prollides 4
useful tramework for gaining a culture's40.4w,o earth. =tomprehension of a
culture's perspective of this polal fradaework i ritlEal for health'care

; plAnning.
. Angel (4,973rsumar1zes thesndlizing attributes of the healer-patieni

'

niel.ationships as folfoft:
4THE COMPLEMENTAMTY OF A NEED FOR HELP AND A DESIRE TO PROVIDg SERVICE

IS THE4ASIS FOR MEDICINE,AS A PROTESSIDN.
" . . . Implicit in this complementarity is that the patient aperibes

powers to the physitian and the physidian.ascribes powers to himself that are
not necessarily attributes of either hig theory, or'his prigtice. Indeed.one
might -almost say tliat the sutirivil of media" as a profession over she ages
has been more dependent ow this.comillementarity than-it has been on the sound-
ness of its scientif4 theories'or prectices . .

"THE PROCESSES INVOLVED In THE TRANSITION FROM HEALTH TO ILLNESS TO
PAIWNTHOOD.REMAIN CONSISTENT.

"The essential'processes whereby an individual makes.the transition from
good to 111 her4th surely are no .41fferent now than when map first fell ill,
_millenniaago What ha's epanged.fromaera fo era are goncepts of diieaselled

! the social systems devellved to,ftevide relief,.
. Clearlymany -psyCholtgical,

social, and cultural factors are' implicated in this transition from health td
.illness to Patieuthood.. Indeed, they day be the Fritical determinants of how
and whether patients enter'i health'care system and ,comply with..thelrequirements

, of medical care,. . . .

"cLINICAL 0BSERVATIO1 IS THE BASIC METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION:.' .

"Regardless of Whapsystems of medicine 6r ,concepts of disease haVe pre-
vailed over the ages, the conipefence 04f the physician has been mess-I:red by.his
ability toilake the observations required for the.application of-his art or '

soi-Cike. Modern science has changed out concepts and medern technology.has
vassly extended the range of Our sense organs,.but this blsieeprinciple endures. .

"CLINICAL REASONING, JUDGMENT, AND DECISION-MAKING ARE THE ANALYTIC PRO-
CEDURES OF THE PHYSICIAN.

. . Clinical reasoning encompasses the prOcesses whereby the physi-.

cian translates ,the data from the pati4nt.into frames of reference of -the sciences
relevant to health sad disease. CliniCal jedgment and decision-making def1;v
the processes whereby such basic knowledge and clinical experience are used. to
predict outcome.and to designate a course of action for=patient.. When

.

viewed through history, clearlytheso procedures are.c eribed by thwpre,
v.isiling theoretical systems anecan be no. better than the quality of the data
being processed. In this context the doctrine of reductionism is no exception . .

a
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BETWEEN. PATIENT .AN11 PlqS
. .

1 .a ,arrarigements .(ar. Contrac
between phy.siciqn., end
me patientt,

on dges Ithnsel
eriod. Peabodi epit
ntfiely Imperapnal:

%
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CIA& IS AO witorApptiAL,

Snd
a fent. To attaute'veathe doctor must make a. commit-
pifrsoñal,..morta and ettiletti Commitment in-which ..oyik.
to atterid.tp _the ,neeof ancither;Often_tor an incliOniie
tred this when he-Waidst 'Treatment pf a te may be

the care- pr a Oetient be'co,mp,,eteli pers ..
EttklINATIONO TEE TRANWER OF 14.1b1411N MEDIOAL tECHNOL.97` Tb

-DEVELOPING dOU IES .
A TRANSC

-` t . ".. -...:' . Many ind vi,duals who study; hea10 care in developing tatl,.ens -..and,the
delivery 'of modern medicine to 'hese utturei have 'made- cioss-c61,tutrat Jab- ., .-'' .'

. -
_ -- 4.rserVatione of the effectfi.veeessof'. E36 tram:lett of lesOnctlog/ ,Thisi 'aeti.ciri

pireeents a summary of these c .tiag.t: The bo extrs,,inclutke oliveacles 7t Ci. be
found in interveneion-, .eirprs,?that ,have befin. made, and'recommendatdianS*of ea-v.

ti.ni

,-, - te. .
,

taln approeehee. '.
J.

-1 ' .
. , If

A PO! . ',
1

0 0...Ctoss-culturia Gaps,. . .:- 4- .'. .Paul (1963) provides an-i4ercultura.1 perspective on"th&ef&eet df qui-
J:-.2 tural ana social, difference's -94/ *Ile putcome of public health Ptograms- in .

developing countries- He eitpit' feur charecteristics'of indigenous cutturei tt. - .that cr l4d*: te 6bstacles .for tlianitementatical 'of pIi;grams of prevention.
1. Relatively low salience of health as a valee, (Ste Messing's (1973) A

applicatten of the Distounting 'Health kl&del to thc;se whoge major colleens Is
, . 4.,subEastenee as an explanatiiin fbt 'this.) I - , . . , -.

2. ,,,,Dif f IctiIties in perceiying the' connection betweeii a given action.end
..1.t.e beneilicial effects', e.s., in tropical regions pe4sle are willing td-aceitit

, antibipties for treatment of Yaws because the effelat'IS'i,apid and id itoliow bn,t
break ,the cycle of infec on from

e

they hesitate to use. latrines desi-
feces to water to mouth, .

3. Limited future-time entation of people in most developing countriee
is difficult to work with especialll fat prevention.

4. The existence of local competing preventative measures thrtre _
sanctioned by the OA ture. . . .

Paul (19'63) has also ,identif led four gaps that exist int-the interventibn
'of a modern medical technology into developing .countries. One is the culture
gap tha't cemplicates communication and leads to the selective acceptance of ,
offered innovations. This.selection prolfiem oc urs because of differences in
sultural values (i.e., cleanliness is often not a value) and j,n culturally con-
ditioned assumptions about the nature and cause of illness.

In any social system, 'the likely to be gradetions of classes and
sOcial statures. In many developing c ntrieieg, the.statu's gap between the edu-
cated elitf en4 ,the bulk of the popnlet mi. is Major. IThe differences between
felt needsofi these divergent grbups ha 1111431114tant implications for health
planning. These relations create a status ap4between the health team and the
public and between the rulIng elites and ttelepeople (Paul, 1963). Ruling
elites lay claim to knowing the people oktHcar country and the health needsthat a e meat Critic4. 'The implications .54errors that result f.rom this claim
have b en pliinted out by Freedman (1957) on trises, basis of his experience as a
health consultant in Asia: "I am impressed by ttree kinds of error whieh
spring tram, (this unwarranted claim). The first a these is the error pi s

supposing that within a given political territory all local communities conform 2

1,1
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--fb a standard pattern of social organization. The second error-is to con-.
-fuse the leglilliated pattern of rural.life with.the actual-pattern. The
third.error is to enlertain eview of rural life %Mich I cad only call ro-.

.

mantic; in this vieki--and it is a common one--the inhabitants pf rural
communiti a are credited Ath powers of apontaneous cooieratien and har-
m° co-existeke ta the extent that they resemtre -no hum40 comtounity
t h has ever been siUdied." -

,

.

.

A third çype of gap is the urb7ari. adjustment gap. (Paul, k963). This
, ,

referS to the %fljc of rural ildpulations into Xhe cities and the environ-
mental and hdal consequences. At the United Nations Coaference onNthe
pgman Eatironmea (1972), it_was reported that the poliulation of ihe main,

, cities in the developing eouneries quadrupled,between 1920 and 1960, These. _

, growth crises.hsve implications for public heafth-faglities,' boueing; and
psychologica% wellrbeing. ,The tsrials,16 impactimi on individuate liamkini;
,t1:18. change/are tumeenus and not tell:understood:. (U.N. ,Conference bn the
Human Bevironmat; 1972;"Tyrofer andtasseli 19f14..).'',

The-fourth gap identified bp,Paul 0963) ts the research.gap. The.
, r A

amount of money supporting research dii Inman aspects' of community development
and health iMprovement is cited as'disappointingly sniall. Manta (1969)4 and
Bryant (1969) report,this same pOlem as Z major obstacle'in the'effectiye
implementatiod,of herith care systems in developing-lotion:I:

. , r,
.

,

Aesessment
/ In.the aseessment and,evaluatión of health care systems, cost-benefit

r

k .ratios are most commonljused. Tht desirabilityiand Meaning ofthese analyses.
/

represeat ongoitig budgetpwarguments between economists and.public health
,specialiats.: (Belt, 1973; Teeling-Smith, 1973; With,.1975.) TOW:only

. absentdeism,due.to illness,iiruseid ta quantify the effectiveness of hdalth
caZe treatment. Messing (1973)' reports the'inadequacy of this measure in

.

recent evaluations in Ethiopia. He also presents's more insightful model-
with which ode can undeistand.the egg-benefit evaluations regar4ng health
made ty rdraPpoor in developing countrles. . .

. ' Messing.(1973) reports the twZ questionb asked in the Ethiogifi-eva1u7
. t .. Sion pioject:, Did head of household have ady illnefse which prevs4ed him

i from Carrying out-his usual occupation/oHow many work days have,you missed

If

a

due to health?
, . ,.. .

. .. ., .

The responseb 'art intelligible only if the cUltural standards by w4 ch
respondents'identify sicpese,are known. In the Ethiopian assessment,NHesing17-

reports the .A.arge majority in each of.the commUnities stated they.had not eil
All during_the Oast month,. despite the prevalence of many.contagious diseas
and untdfe water. But, in an ecology of poVerty time pressures are rare and
tatost Libor requires-little ,ski11; children of all ages are available to re-

. ceive delegation of mere 6i less casual dar-to-day activitils. Not pampere
by life, respondents who had'been able to pursue their customaty routines
without having to recline all day, defined themselves a's "not ilL," The second
question was asked as a further Check pf recall and accuracy, but Messi g
(1973) reports the results were the same. He concludes, "Neither can be usedI

as 4 valid index of economic loss due to ill b'ealth, for the undeveloped
econamvdoes not require sustained punctual effort." In fact, causes ot er
than Ill health .were much more common sou e of absenteeism from work: li-
gious holy days; severe illnessLwdeath, and mo ning *ea wide varieti of
ktnfollicp customary visiting of kin at regular' d frequent intervals, pre-
senting oneself as a courtier to various offic 1 . .,

Ns

't
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Messing (1973)suggests that.a discounting healtb-medel best explains
'Qle attitude toward health and development.by the Ethiopians. He has used.the

.. model as an explanation.for the ineffectiveness of "carefully trained health /
center pergonnel" idthat country, His perception is bassi, on six years of-
partItsipant nbseAration descriptive "communi6y reporits," and unsolicited com-
mdnta:by respondents during the eValuation researdft''Messing appliss_the .

:'Discountlng Health Model" to peasant sharecroppers,ane other poor peoPle who
make up the large majoritylof Ethiopia's fil9terland. More than likely,, this
model is true,of any peop e whose major concern is bare subsistence. Messing's
(1973)-explanation of t Discounting Health Model

"The.basic premise of.the eCondmiCconcept of discotint g is tha
Venefit iri,the future'is not valued as much,as the samebenefi in the 7

Diseretionaryreaburces of tiMe,.energy and money art not avai able't chro -
calky poor majorities whp tarely subsist. They would thereebre have o means
of investing- in,their futures, far insurance or for preVentive health.care.
:The poorer.they:are,'the higher the discount Patel In these cases, preventive
health behavior does not bring sUfficient Payoff to' be worthwhile, particularty

f..

if.the costs incurred are immedtate."

'Ethnocentrism
,

A major hindrance in the transfer of modern medical technology to develop;-
ink countries is the etfinocentric attitude of visiting health teams and experts
(ScrimshaW, 4974; Wittenberg, l9744tBanta, 1969; Paul; ,1955; Reed, 1966; Shilob,
190; Fabrega, 1975). This ethnocentrism has'two aspect4 to.it,phat-are equaIly
obstructive. First,is the transfer Of cultural expectations. Physicians, nurses,
sanitarians; andihealth educators often transfer from their own cultural back-
ground their expectations of. how People will behave or ought o hehave in cer-,-
tain.crises or eonditions'of illnes§v This ignOrant- trans erence is a feature
of the culture gap delineated by PaU1(1963). ..A second a ect of ethnocentrism
is the belief,that western medical technologies'are "correct" and shourd readily
bp accepted bi pec;Ple in developing nafions. (Banta, 1969; Hanlon, 1972; Mechanic,

.

1968'; Shil4'1968)
t4.

AEduce tion and Training
. . Another'Iesson that has been learned as modern medicine has been brought

to developing countries is that involving the people as'hctive participants and
contributory decision makers is vital to.developing:IIIMplemeniting, and assess-'
ing a health care system. It has been 'well documented that cultural change
occurs more rapidly when the individual§ experiencing that change leel a need
for the particular change, realize some advantage in'it, and participate in
planning and affecting change (LeVine, .1973; LeIninger, /976; Lynch, 1969;
Reed, 1466). The InVolvement of 'the people in such endeavors requires health
education and training. The need for education and methods to provide it bave
received.only a moderate amount of attention. The efforta in this area encom-
pass education for the family, perbonal hygiene, and paramedical personnel,
(Bryant, 1969; King, 1966;'Leininger,21976; WHO, Pisharoti, 1975).

Health education has.been acknowledged recently as a crucial accEmpani-
ment of the interventions in planning and impleMenting environmental:health
programs (WHO, Pisharoti, 1975) as well as health care delivery systeAs
(teininger, 1976). Education is an important aapect of creating effective
health prograMs. ,The first step in persuading'individuals or communities to
change any behavior is to.create in them a desire for change or an interest in
it (see, LeVine's(1973) description of psychological pro ,sses). Similarly,
the initial step in education sbould be to create'oppor unities through which
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C.

;
,

at-curiosity of people4s aroused.- BUt', the educational approaches must
''fit into the learner's perception qf the situation (Bafita,1969),. The um-
vortance of studying and-Understanding the'cultural belief'systems; social.
beha4lor,' and urceptions of the people is clear...)

The'ultimate -objective or health.education:ts tte-Aeainment of highest
levels of hpalth. But, edueet.ional proKrims.will usually pass through a ,

mumb4400fintermddiate-:level.obqectives bef.ore that ls.xedched.' A fepresen-
talon of these levels. it; proVided in 'a model for healfh education adapted.
from WHO, Pishartd., 1975. . -

I.
, .4

IP ; .0. ,i 4
. . , k
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(Adapted from WHO 1975)

Acculturation
. .

Fundamental culture patterns tend to rematn unchanged,
. but general

acCulturatitn is possible in developing countries (LYnch, 19..69). The evi-
dence for acculturat.ion can be een.in the cross-cultural predominance of

.

the co-existence %-af folk medic e and the Modern medical,professional (Lein-
inger, 1976; Logan, 1973; Shiloh, 1968; Paul, 1963; Glitternber, 1974; Obeye-
sek&re, e976; Beals, 1976; Jaspan, 1976). How to systematically accomplish
the'efficient.synchronization of these systems has not been determined, .Qne
necessary component of adapting modern,edicine to an indigenous health 'system
ie to und rstand fully the western pedIcal system and.the. assumptions upon

f

which it s ased (Glittenberg, 1974; Field, 1975, 1973; Read, 1966). ,

Field 1976) has offered well-accepted model of the .moderngmedical
system. The medical system sch me with its structural (cultural) supports
appears below. *

2
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Once one undeFatands the uhderlying assumptl.ons inherent in the modern
medical system, the critical areas involved in any transference of technology
bkome clear. Further, areas of overlap and interaction betWeen the indigenous
and modern medigal system are more perceptible. The specific integration of
two medical systems at a micro level will.be presented in the next section.

Models
.

Recent anthropological literature (Fabrega, 1974, 1975; Baltes, 1976;
Engel, 1977) has.posited new m dels of disease aid illness as a means to
effective transcultpral health These proposed models abandon or.supple-
ment the biomedical model wiih beha ipral considerations. The major thesis
behind these approaches is that the bioMedical model is incomplete and in
accurate. The traditional biomedical model has.advantages in cases of physical
illness, but clearly has dis vantages in other instances. When illness canibt
be re4uced to a ,hiologidal it of analysis. with organismic antecedents (for
example, psychosomatic and ental illnesses), the model floUnders (Baltes, 1976).
Furthermore, in the developing countries where cultural eXplanations for illness
refuse to be reduced to biological units of analysis, the utility of the model
in idpntifying and treating illness is seyerely:limIted (Fabrega,1975).



THE1NTERACTION OF TRADITIONAL MEDICAL SYSTEMS AND MODERN MEDCINE

Recently, a large literature detailing the interactions of western
modern Medicine and traditional medical systems at the mictosoeiological
level has emerged. (Pockert and Jones, 1976; Leslie, 1976; Minn, 1076;
Cteyesekere, 1976; Topley-, 1976; Field, 1975; Kocher, et el, 1973; Gracia,
1973; Grottanelli, 1973; Woods and'braves, 1973; Hltey, 1973;. Quintanilla,

, 1973; Sisblein, 1973). Most of thrs literiture inthludes descriptions of
Interactions between these medical systems in developing countriea-through-
'out the world.

I/ Thia literature and otherethnographic descriptions of various...health.
..aystems:demon9trate that traditiodal.systems coexist with modern medicine.
(Beals1976; Jaspaq, 1976; Montgomery, 1976; 1,0lie, 19761 Grollig and
Haley, 1973; $hiloh, 1968), Foster (1955) has ndted that even though local
disease theories change very slawly, the praigmatic and essentially empirical
attitude of many persons enables them to rapidly alter or accept certain
medical practices or behaviors. Sinmons (1957), Gould.(1957), Beals (1976),
Montgomery (1976), and others demonstrate that.western medicine will supple-
ment loCal medicine efficiently.

: The coexistence of these two medical systets.is surpriaing to somel
(Shiloh, 1960- Evidence from the psychological literature underscores
the adaptability of man and the flexibility that makes this coexistence
iossible. (Skinner, 1954). LeVine (1973) has identified a'set of'Propos
tions extracted from intercultural experiehCe that represent plausible.

_assumptions about cultural variation and change in individuals. Those pro-
positions are listed"below:

1. "Some culturally distinctive patterns.of thought and'feeling are
not readily accessible to verbal formulation or voluneary control.but seem
to influence the individual's-decisions aheut regulating himself and adapting
to his Avironment.

2. "These patterns are not easily .reverSed even when the individual is
outside the cultural environment that normally reinforces them.

3. "The individual can adapt behaviorally to the'demands of novel cul-
tural environmentS without elimiiiating these 'patterns'of thought and feeling,
although their behavioral marlifestations may be temporarily inhibited or
situationally restricted.

4. "The 'relatiVely unconscioils, involuntary and,persistent qualities
of these patterns and the difficulty of their being acquired by an exotic adu t-,

through conscious imitation indicate that they are normally acquired eaffly in
She life of the individual.

5. "The ,persistence of these patterns in novel culeural environients and
the probability of their childhood acquisition suggest that they should be
thought of as representing dispositions of the petson-(per!sonality dispositions,
as defined in the previous.chapter) rather than simply of the environmental '
situations that foster theia.

6. "Their conceptualization as reflecting personality 'dispositions is
also suPpoited by their apparent salience in the individual's structure of sub-
jective thoughts and emotions about himself as-a separate and cOntinuous en-

,
tity and by the apparent relevance of that structure to his decisions about
elf-regulation and adaptat4on. In other words, they play a part in the

anization of his persOnality."
Certainly patterna of thoeht and behaviors related to health are part

of an indiv dual's disposition. Tbese. aspects are the result of the influence
of culture. Propositions 3 and 5 are particularly relevant to any attempts at
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changing-these,potterns These propositiods-support and emphaeime' the
intractable positions these patterns ficid in the life of an indi$iidul..

.

Theaintegratioreof;western Medical technology and-indigenous medical
s9stems reflect these prepositions.- That a traditional medical d9stemcan
be'supplemented by western medicine fists beeit Smonstrated by a tiety of !

the Authors-listeOhove. -Thip paper will preseni the means ail method of -

that iitegration intro two distinct meslicalTsysteks .Hishoral megi-
. cane anclMiddle Eastern medicine. ;Mese descriptions of integration require
background descriptions,of the trahtional systems, of meHicine ifi.-9rder for:
the reader to.fully comprehend the obstacles id theyty Of simple substitm,

. titan and to understantrWowithe integration must occau.
.

Hiatory-atid S5ructute.of-Humoral Medicine ,

The Indian and Ladino people of Latin AMerica classify:modern medieines
foods, medicinarplantS, luid illnesses according to a con'ceptual scheme of .

'opposition between the4malities of-hot and cold. The belief system of
which the humoral scheme is a-part influences an individual's seleCtion and .

'assessment of medical treatment.' 'It has been demonstrated-that when pre--
'scribed treatment ignores the humeral Concapt or creates unacceptahle.con
tradictions between =Om and native philosephiesof healtei/such treatmet
'is less likely to- effective.or accepted than if native concepts were in-1
corporated t Oed treatment,. .(Logan, 1973; pus/Iles, 1964;,
Woods and Graves,

The concept of- umoral,medicine.has received considerable attention in
the,anthropological study of.folk medicine. The history and diffusion of ,

-this medical-approach has been dealt with by .Foster (1953), Hart (1969),
and Leelie-(1976). Foster and Rowe have provided a. methodological proee-
&re for recording data as humoral classifications.

. Descriptive- reports of the-use df the tumoral theory ofdisease in the
ethnomedical literature abound; In that' literature on Miiico, these articles
provide usefuLaccounts:.' Ingham (1970), Foster (1967), Currier (1966), Lewis
.(1960), .Madseo (1966),' Mak (1959), Madsen (1955), Redfield and Park (1940).
The anthropological work on Guatemala that is.usefnl for these descriptions .

in9ludes Glittenberg (1574); Logan (1971), Gonzales (1969) and (1964); Cos-
minsky (1972); Woods and Graves (1976); Douglas (1969). lbe relevant descrip- '

tions of humeral medicine inCosta Rica are foundiin Richardson and Bode (1971)
and Orso (1970).

The ethnomedical literature on Puerto Rico cokes from Tandy (1954),
Mintz (1956),' and Wolf (1956) South America has been studied by a variefy
of anthropologists whR.focused on the use of humoral medicine (Aamodt, 1976;
Loniland, 1976, diollig, 1976: Taylor, 1976; Purdam, Gordan, and NiChelson,
1974; Reichel-Dolmatoff and Reichel-Dolmatoff, 1961; Simmons, 1955; Wellin,
1955), Spiro (1967)-reports on the use of this belief system in medicine
in Burma.' Accounts of ihe use of humoral medicine'include the use of this
belief schema in India (Opler, 1961) and England (Tillyard, 1944).

The ethnomedical literature an humoral medicine is primarily descrip-
tive. The direct iMplications of this belief system for understanding and
treating Rdtients who subscribe to it are rarely examined. Recently, Harwood
(19711_and Logan (19-7,1) have provided some practical suggestions'for integrat g

-modevemedicine with this folk medicine. The realities of integrating these
two medical belief systems will follow this brref description of the history
and structure of humoral medicine.- .

The science'af treating illness,and maintaining-a healthy state by pr-c
scribing foods or elements with the qualities of hot and cold-is derived frpm
a humoral system of beliefs. This approach to health and healing first 0Wears
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in the'writings.of Greek scholars (Leslie, 1974). Some authors gosit-that-
.the similaritiesbetween the Hippopratlework and the yin-yang thepries at
Ancient China)auggest a eenter or prigin other than that of the. MediterriT
nean-area .(1.-ebsa, 1968; Leslie, 197%). Humoral science-diefused from'Greece:
and RoMe to the Arabit world and introduced into Iberia with the,Moorish
.occupatiqn (Foster, 4953). Expansion of the Spanish empire_dUring'the:
sikteputh Century brought this doctrine to the mer-icasrand,fhreugh.acul-
turatian, hamotal medicine was incorporatea irito land "Meatiza world
Nlews ofchealt1).

_ ." Accoratigrto.tehellippodratit!-theurY,'"There,were four primary..4pd. -'oppoSite'fax(;damentakqUalitiest tho2hOt and'the cdl4,.the'Wetana'ihe'4ry
-These aet ia binarY opOosition to cOnstittite,the:esSO4s-or
'whidh.xtepd in,vpiying proportlona intçi the constitutien-of.all matter..
(Logan, 1973). The four humors -- blood, phlegm, bla.C.k.bile yellow bite
poSsessed these' fundatental qualities; Each humor had its eoMplekian: blood,

,Wetiyellow bile, hot.atuldry; phlegm, told anawet;/- black
',.(Foster..1953), ;The health oc,"complexioe of an individual

'- could only, be maintained as long ag'the body'S natural.equilibrium'between:
hotand cold, wet and dry was not upset. ' (Logan,' 1973)

The .humoral qualities of hot. and cold depot raer-to:actuel temperature
1-.changes. 'Similarly, the terms wei and d0 do not pertain to.water.content.
These qualities refer.to the..innate character or.essenetof a given'pbject
9r personalamate.of being. Natural obletts,e,foods, and illnesses posseas'
these symboli qualities and can alter the health of an:incliyiduel thrOugh
contact,. cons iptlon, or contagion (Gonzalesi, 1966).' '(:);' example, over-'
consumption of hot foods increases the body's normal content of heat-and,
'excessive, pro kes ailments that are ,labeled as hot.in' nature,- TreatmeA
would call for qualizing the body'a teMperature tialante and :restoring neu-
trality by-cons ing a number of ''cold"-foods_and medicines.

In the .ar as of Latin America and some parts.of South Ameriea, therilippo7
crat.ic theory o .humoral medicine wa's'simplified as a result.of cUltural'trait
selettion. The qualitieS of wet7dry.became less signieit.ant while temper/301re
grew in imPort ce and came to dominate beliefs about health.and illness in
that Part.of t e world. (Logan, 1973).

Contem o af Functions of fiumoral and Modern Medicine -Latin 'America
The elief that one s life-is affected by the ever7:ftesent qualities of

hot an a d is widely held in Latin America. The. commitment to the humoral, -
,phi sophy functions as a directive of behavior, and the effects upon be-.
havior are relative to the degree of cofamitment.' This belief-System in-
flue'riCes'the individual's diagnosis of illness, choice of diet, and choite
of medical treatment. An,eXample,of how commitment to this belief system and
behavior reflect each other is furnished in a ,report by Logan (1973).

. A
third and newly emerging category of-"neutral';vis being emplo"Yed in Guatemala

-by some of the-accultUrated residents. Neutral elements are neither hot nor
cold and have no effect..on,the body's temperat-ure balance. Included ih this

category 4re som illnessessome modern medicines,'and most dietary staples.
Logan (1973), hyp hesiies that the,..emergence of the neutraljefttpgory refljets
4 reduction in arcjety concerning food and aisease.among atdEulturated persona
of htgher dacioeconomic status.-

The patternslof hot-cold classification of food, illness, and 'medicine
.are not.uniform throughout the areas of the world. These patterns actually
very considerably among.groups within Mesq-American (Redfield, 1940; Foster,
1'967); The cognitive system that underlies the various claSsifieatio 'however,

411.
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iS Way Sill.. 4 ia buaed cal the assumption \th t elements exist naturally;.-

tn a state af binary oppositi6ns agd theeffect of one element equaliZei
the valence of another. .What_bonceptual criteria segregate the elements into

---"eppoging qualities has.recently been investigated. (Harwodd;-197i).
4.- . When physicians preacribe medicine or.diefavy regiMens that cOnflict with

JI patient's belief in thg humorar Obncept,4the.successful treatment of the
., patienCis of low pnobability (Woods andGraven%. 1976; Gonzales, 1968). The

ga, r

0

, probability of a ilhysictan changing-a pdtient's belief it huMbral medicine in,.
the course of Often infrequent and impersanal treatment sessions is also very
.10w, .In fact, Che general pattern in mticif.Latin Am4Canlia that4mAdern
-western- medleine does notreplace or significantly Ulter'patNrns of.folk
medicine. Instelid,.it serves as au additional ayatem employed:concurrently
with:traditiónal forms.ofhUllioral medicine (Gonzales*, 4966; Simmons, 455;
Freds, 1971) .

.

,

Id iniprage the efliciency of health care in,develbpinkfcountries, the
1.1eratUre suggAts that medianis and dietary regIap ,known tt be.clini-
cally effectivs--be provided within therapeutic4rog. 'that are,sympathetic

'to andcompatible with patients'. beliefs and.cultural habits. Iwthe case of:
hUmoial medicine,- Harwood (1571) and Logan (1973)'have systematically BP.:did

.

the humoral medicine belief system to find a means-f6r adapting modern medi-
.

cine tihniqu40;to increase their effectiveness and acceptance.
1973) fbund that Gdatemalanand perto ltican:patients.wbuld re-

jecf mdTcation vhen there was a conflict hetWeen tiWtemperature Oarities
%of a patlent's,condition and the presclibed medicine. FOr eitampleAtaillits'
were rejected Ir the 'treatment of illnesses producing high. fevers. Fruit .

juices were rejected in treatnint of the common cold. It beckke Cleat that
, patient behavior was predictable as long as th'e appropriate temperature

.,

qualities afe known'fbr both theillness and the prescribed medidine. Dagen
.(197.4) has...identified the-conceptual criteria that-are used to-determine the

- temperature quAlities -of various'items, hodily states, and medicines.
Logan (1973) has.identified And ebOirically verified sthe'definitianal

sriteria underlying of foods and Medicinal plants. in hu-
moral medicine.

In this same article, e reports'the definitional riteria ved in
classifying illness Llithin this medicine system incl e etiology, the euiic
prescription, individual sensat4ob, and'affecied or ns and bOdy subs nces.
Logan (1973) hds identified the'cognitive notions that are used In hu

\N....medicine in classifying illness. These are as follows:
-

"Etiology: When etiology is known, the ailment ii equal in temperaW. e
to that oliv' the cause. One 'Overcome' by evil eye, for example:will manifestI

an illness also hot in nature.
"Therapeutic prescriiption: Instructing,a patient to mit hst foods

from his diet -- say pepper's and liquor -- inadvertentliy.liéolates a tempera-
ture quality for the illness equal to that of the restricted foods. In this
case, the illness would-be hot because the forbidden foods are hot.

"Individual nensation: On general, when a patient-has a sepsation 'of
being .ichilled' or 'heated'.Ae to abnormal metabblic temperature,- his con-.
dition is categorized equaliy to thitt of his sensation. If Allied, the cos-
dition is cold; if feverish, the condition is hot.

"Affected 'organs and body substances: Lastly, llnesses affecting speci-
fic organs or %ody substances are of the same temperature quality of the organ
or substance. Hepatitis, for examnle, IS hot because it.involves a pathogenic
condition of the liver, which also is thought to be clot:

19
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,Logan (1973) also empirically investigated haw tdmpereture classifi-
cation of modern medicines occurs.

. Regardless of color,*physical properties,
and means of administration,-a medicine is classified apposite tp the cul-
turally known temperature quality, of the symptoms'or illneits for which it i
to be Used as treatment.

To effectively provide health care to those who believe in humoral %
medicine requires an understanding'and acknolkedgement of the tpperature
categorization scheme usedi Logan (1973) has presented a technique and scheme
of hot, cold,and neutral foods, medicinal plants,.and cOmmonly'prescribed medi-
cines. By knowing the:temperature qualities of a patient's illness and the
preVribedluedicine, a physician can forecast patient.behavior And develop a-
therapeutic prograwsuitable iothe patient.'s medical and ideológical needs.
This can be done by (1) selecting hedicines and foods of the opposite teMpera-
ture quality of that of the patient's conditiOn, but if that cannot be done
withaut jeopardizing the clinical effeotiveness pf treatment, then by (2)
"neutralizing" the essential medicines and,foodaby jointlVprescribing "place-
bo" el:,z-,cs of an Appropriate temperature, category to resfore necessary
oppositf.n.between the patient's condition and essential tedidation (Logan,
1973).

The Middle East System of Medicine

The essential philosophy underlying the system of medicine in the Middle
East is that illness and inSuries are subjective affairs arising out of per-
atonal actione conducted, not conducted, or caused by someone orlsomething
'possessed with a power. Illnesses and injuries da not just occur--they befall
a certain victim at a given time and in A specific manner beciude of specific
causal actions2 (Shiloh, 1968).

- ,

The two concepts basic to preventive and curative medicine.au belief in
°animism (spirits) and belief in animatism (impersonal powers:the evil eye) 1

(Darity, 1965). Illnesies and injuries are caused or engendeiredy a spirit
which enters the body and creates the difficulties'or by a pdison or object
with the power to negatively infltAnce or affect the body. The eipirit or power
causes the illness; must be exorcised or weaksned,to remove the illness; and
it is this spirit or power which must constantly be placated, frightened away,
or misled. The spirit-may be called "evil spirit," or the "jinn," or the
"devil," oi "Satan." In same cases it has a specific name such aarLilith."
The power to affect and influence the' body and nature In same circumstances
is populaily concentrated in individuals possessing the "evil eye," although
there are specific object's that may be used to attract or repel emil. (Shiloh,
1968; parity, 1965; Good, 1976). The strength of the belief in these powers '-

still exists. Hamady explains: *

"Th'e belief in the evil eye is strong and widespread.among Arab people.
In their view, its bad influence spares nothing, for rhrely can anybne escape
the injury that it is able to inflict. It is considered a frequent cause of
misfortunes; such as sickness, death, or bad luck. There are many popular
sayings that mark its fatal effects: 'It empties the 'houses ahd.fills the tombs.'
'It is ta the evil-eye that belongs two-thirds of the graveyards."

The distinction between injuries affecting the "external body" and ill-
nesses affecting the "internal body" is important. The emphasis in-treatment
of injuries to the external parts of the body is based.primarily on remedying
an obvilps external difficulty. Thus, an individual who falls from a tree or
suffers a burs may have been caused to suffer this affliction because of an
evil spirit or evil eye. The treatment of the afflicted limb or section of
the body is prompt and based upon objective principles of bone-setting, blood-
stopping, flesh-soothing, and bandaging.

-

Alp
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The treetment of illnesse6 of the inneebody requires the use tradi-
tional mithods and reflects the strength Of the beliefs in an and 4ni-
matism. It is understandable that the mysterious concealed illnessesof the
inner body conl.Ty fear of the unknown. The lack,of knowledge of an objective
treatment leads to an emphasis.on subjecitive beliefs in evil spirits'and evil
pawer. In dealing with illnesses and the inner body, the primary emphasis is/
on prevenWon rather than treatment, It is recognized clearly'and dispassionL
ately that the techniques of curative medicine in illnesses c&E the inner body '

are not as successful as might be desired, whereas the results preveptive
medicine are far more dramatic and fruitful (Shiloh, 1968).

In the case of illnessep of the inner body, thure is a pronounced emphasis
on preventivd medicine with a developed complex of permissible and taboo actions
governing one's lifestyle (Dprity, 1965).

The evil spirits are ubiquitous in the environment accOrding to the Middle
Eastern belief system. Strong, healthy,'mature individuals are *the least sus-
ceptible to such attacks., The most susceptible are infants and children, the
weak, the ill, the aged, and normally healthy persons in certain circumstances

women during menstruation, pregnancy, or whIle giving birth). Since the
evil spirits are always lurking and ready to enter the body, susceptible per-
sons should never be left alone. Thiels interpreted as a sign of abandonment
to both patient and evil spirit.

The implications of.these beliefs far culturallyTsuitable health care are
many. The continued presence of strong, healthy individuals near a patient is
a strong deterrent to the evil spirit, but, unfortunately, these people cannot
be relted upon to be constantly on duty. To supplement for their power, '-

various inanimate objects that possess strong pawers to repel evil spirits
are used. Common objects of this nature are elaborated by Shiloh (1968):

. . . The 'Hand of Fatimah' (beloved daughrer ofMuhammad) which may
PI

have inscribed on it holy words in' Arabic or Hebrew and is generally worn
around the neck (among CochIn Jews it may be found around the agdomen); the
'Shield f David' (a sig pointed star and similar to the 'Hand of Fatimah'
in function); blue beads, pieces of jewelry or bits of cloth which are worn
around the neck or.attached to the clothing (blue is particularly repugnant
to the evil spirits and the evil eye, and it may frequently be seen, for example,
as the contrast color around the doors and windows of a home or as the dangling
memento above the front or back window of an'autamobile); a-concoction of evil
smelling herbs which will be placed in a bag and worn tlose to the body, or
various religious phrases which are written on paper and sewed into the clothiriog
or put intio a bag and worn on the body.

"A relig s prayer or talisman tacked over the door is particularly
efficacious in repe the evil dpirits from entering a home. In the home
where there is an infant, ious measures are taken to protect the child from
the evil spirits. Iron wards off the evil spirits and therefore a mother may
keep an iron knife or pair of scissor& under the pillow of her baby. The Bible
also possesses the power to'repel the evil spirits and thus some Jewish mothers
place a copy, of thi ? book beneath the pillow. Another practice, less commonly
seen, is to preserve the foreskin cut off during the brith millah (the cere-
mony of circumcision conducted on every Jewish male child when hd is eight
days old), dry the piece of skin, powder it, sew it into a piece of cloth and
keep it under the pillow or among the blankets of. thci child's bed. The per-
sonal foreskin of a child is considered efficacious in repelling evil.

Tht evil spirits also fear iithe name ef Allah. Consequently, his-name is
uttered perpetually while engaged in the everyday routine,of life. Healthy
individuals in susceptible circumstances are careful to repeat his name and
particular prayers as a preventive measure.
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are
.Pregnancy and conception are important states'of being t

vulnerable tO evil spirit's.: Through the actic1s or transgressi ns of a
pregnant woman, the evil spirits may gain aC e s to her body to affect
abortion, difficult or fatal childbirth, or. int lasting negatiVe

'

results on the child. During delivery, a woman mnst constantly repeat,
"In the name of Allah," or elsethe evil spirits will exchange her child
for oneof their own. An exchanged. child is a ."changeling," and it is .

socially acceptable to let such a child die of,neglect or malnutriation
AShiloh, 1968). The afterbirth contains a.pOwerful force of protection
for the newborn child and must e saved. It may be left attached to the
cfiild for some hours or bvernight andlthen mist be presented,in or near
Oe-house as a source of strength -for,the child.

es Women-airing menstruation are,believed to be very dangerous. They
'.are considered to be not only unclean andsimpure but, if not actually po-
ssessed by a apirit,,are facile transmitters of the actions of evil spirits.
Accordingly, they'must be separated from healthy people. More.importantly,
they,are kept away from the susceptible, the ill, and women in labor.'

The prevention of'.11.lness ro the inner body toy the evil eye, as
distinct from the prevention ofiilness to the inner body caused by evi,l
spirits, is based onslisleading, deceiving, and deluding.it. In contrast
to the evil spirits, the evil eye is attracted to the healthy, the beaut,-
ful, ihe happy, and children.

In the Middle East, the principal possessors Of the evil eye Ate.
Women. Shiloh (1968) reports no available satisfactory explanation for
this. Roheim (1953) suggests that the,evil eye reOresents an envious eye/.
Thus, the preventive measures are based on the principle of not attracting
the attention of this envious or evil eye.

The youngest are particularly attractive to the evil eye since child-
ren are.considered a blessing. Carrying out this theme of deception, child-

. ren are kept ragged and unkempt inpublic; a child's name may be kept secret
so as' not to be utilized for 'evil purposes; and ehildren are never praised
in public or,baosted about. Male children'are highly prized in Arab society.
Consequently, a.mele child may be dressed as a 'Orland referred to in the
feminine until the age of'five to prevent the evil eye from focusing oil him.
(Hamaay, 1960).

, belief In deceiving theevil eye has great implications for social
,contact and gainit accurate information from these people. Questions as to
persenal or family health as well as business or status should be replied to
with shaking heads and gloomy predictions. Yet it is possible to ac4ept
praise or note good health, good fortune, or good loOks,,if one is careful
to conatantly invoke the name of Allah aad/or deny the force of the evil eye.
(Shiloh, 1968)

According to Shiloh (1968), particularlY powerful in defense against the
evil eye are amulets. Blue beads are the most common type, and they may be
found on the person, in the house, on a dog, a horse, cart, or automobile.

If these preventive measures are ineffective and evil sOirits do enter
the body, or the evil eye finds the body I teresting, and illness occurs, then

,

the curative, medicine practices are used. These practices are recognized as .

being less effective than the preventative measures.. Therefore, although the
curative practices ostensibly aid in rejeCting evil spirits or eliminating the
influence of the evil eye, an attitude of,fatalism persists. At a deeper
level, the purpose of these curative practices is to provide emotional com-
fort and security to the patient and his/her family,
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The psychological-purposes of the curatkie treatment can' be Seen in the
'techniques of the local,practitioner when,he is called to- the patient. Shiloh
(1968) outlines.the approach below.

"(1) The'local practitioner gives the-family his undivided attenthan--
he is there solely for their interests and he is patently desirous of liftening
to-them as long as:they wish to speak.

"(2) He then identifies and names the diseise--to de this is to immedi-
ately define it, circumscribe it, tame it, weaken it. The diagnosis provides
the patient with a sense'of relief, that the unknimn pain haseen-mastered and
ittprovides the practitioneewith a medical treatTent.

"(3) The practitioper then.makes a positive:pro osis--toPronoUnce a
positive prognosis neatralizes or weakens the evil force at work on the ill
person ind promotes jand strengthens the assistanceAf strong or positive force
working on his beha the sick individual and his family know that only direct
positive benefits fãti flow,from such a pronouncement.-

"(4) The p acti neT then initiates.certain measures'to evict the evil
spirits or draw away e evil eye.' These inclisde smoking, drinking, chanting,
praying, burning, b od-letting; emetics, purgatives, or Massages. .A borning
blue rag may be snu fed and the.smoke inhaled to weaken or frighten but the.
evil spirits, espec1ially during childbirth. charms and holy phrases written

, on paper may be soaked-,in a liqUid and then drunk In order. to itternalize the
holy pOWer. The spittle ef holy man may be applied to ihe disturbed organ
of the-bpdy; The patient's name may be changed in order that the evil spirit
may somehotil be misled and lose the patient, or never find him. Drastic mea-
sures of a painful nature may be utili;ed in order to force out the spirit.

"(5) Finally; the local practitioner le2iTee a token,with the patient--
to serv+ as a tangible xeminder of. the paractaTioner and his Visit.and to sym-
bolize the tremendous powers at Oork in defense of-the patient." (The compar-
ability between'these stratekies and those ofthe faMily doctor making a western-

.style house cell should be noted.)
The patient -receiving this treatMent is emotionally able to endure the

physical discomfort during treattent and.is mentally Prepared foi" possible death
should.the treatment-not succeed. Success is defined as ejecting the spirit'
or evil eye from the body. If the patient dies, it is interpreted as meaning
the patient or the family had consciouslY or unconsciously committed such
offenses in attrticting the evil eye or permitting evil spirits to enter the
body that-no power was able to avert the evil and save the patient.

Bdth patient and the folk practitioner opeptite within a cultural frame-
work which explains their respective actions.. Th the system is characterized-
by trust and little cynicism. (Remedy, 1960)

The type of folk medical practitioner used dep nds primarily on the-ailment
and the sex of the patient.' Operating within this medical system, there are,
several types of local practitioners who specialize in areas and methods of
treatment.t The specialists also Vary in sex, role, status; and °reward. (Shiloh,fr 1968)

e local practitioner called'upon to treat the external body has rela-
tively little status and received minimal rewards. Frequently, in rural areas,
the local barber or shepherd has acquired an extensive knowledge in this area
and is the ary provider of such treatment.

The, ea of gynecology, "obatetrics, and pediatrics is under the authority
of women ve Acquired experience of these subjects and who are no longer
menstruating. In addition to utilizing the concepts and practices based on
anim and animatiam, these women possess a careful knowledge of local pharma-
copei and a shreiod grasp of the social and emotional factors surrounding each
case
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The "ideal phdrmacOlogist" also functions as a .specialist in some 'areas.
This person possesses an extensive knowledge and stock of lotions, potions,
herbs and drugs from plants, animal,,and mineral sources eridered to be
usefu in reatment.

. ,

The ractitioner responsible for preventive and curatiVe medicine to the
inter ody is-the highest status medical practitioner.' ,.This is iommonly .

ap elder male of religious-medical standing.' The interrelationship of religion
and medicine as practiced on the inttnal body tends to sueund this roie
With awe. This praefitionêr is clearly a knowledgeable person.. Not only does
he have access to a wide variety of diagnoses and treatments, but he has a
sensitive ability to understand the interrelations of his Retient the family,
and the,cemmunity.

Additionally, it,ahould be noted that.home care ip miost common, but
.thbre are other places of treatrent. These locations have special positive
powem'often derived from assecistion with holy or powerful people.

The interaction of Middle Eastern end Western_SystemS
Cultural change in the.meidle East has been rapid Since World War I.

THese changeS are most evident in the expansion of western educational pro;
grams. These cha es'have affected social relationships at community and
family levels,. But the belief,system that underlies the Middle Eastern con-
ception of hvith ha not been radically changed. .(Darity; 1965; Shiloh,
1968; Good; -1412owers, Darity, 1958) -

Despite the apparent glaring differences between this system of medicine
and that of the West, methods of fntegration of the two systems have been pro-
posed. (Parity, 1965; Shiloh, 1968). Shiloh (1968) presents an analySis of
both medical syStems and potentiel areas of blend and conflict.

The curative medicine of the West. is markedly more effective than that
of the Middle East. The success of most of these techniques is generally ac-
cepted by Middle Easterners. This.is evidenced by the high degree oApaccept-
ante of wegtern medical practices. (Shiloh, 1968; Good; 1976). The seriOus'
problem arises im dealing with preVentive medicine to the internal'body. Both
systems hove complex methods, each with.strong belief systems as,sources of
validity.. However, as Shiloh (1968) points out, both systems attach different
aspetts Of the probleM.

Western medicine is concerned with providing an accurate diagnosis of a
complex of symptoms derived from a biomedical model. Middle Eastern medicine
is concerned with the cause....ef a set of symptoms based upon the concepts of
the evil eye and-evil spiiitsl. The weatern preoccupation is with preventing .

the activities' of germs while the;Middle'Eastern preoccupation is with pre-
venting the activities of the, evil eye or evil spirits: The two activities
complement each other and do not necessarily conflict.

A careful awareness of the complex medical system, of philosophy and
practices carried out by local 'socially recognized medical practitioners in
specific locations is the first step. A searching analysis of the local
medical system for areas of possible blend is next. A therapeutic strategy
can then be developed that tolerates and respects tloth medical systems.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper began with definitions of social interaction and culture that
portray the dynamic and pervasive operations of these. entities in daily life.
In considering health, t is clear that the culture,of a, pdbple is.a necessary
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context im which to 4iew heilth. Indeed, the people's perception or the emic
view is a critical tool in planning or assessing health care and health needs.
The brief descriptions of varioda health belief systems in Asia, Africa, and-
the Americas illustrate.that integral relationship._ Those descriptions also
provide a ilavorfor the many variables,to be gensidered when introducing
modern medical technology into those cultures. Guides to literature that
describe in more detail the substance and form of these variables were offered
for direction.

Understanding A.health culture can be facilitated b96.,the use of a frame-
work epon which any culture' forms its health delivery system.. The second part

. of this section describing cohceptiOns of health reviewed literature that pro-
lfidep a framework. This included generic responses to illnese and the principles
that support the.shaman/doetor-patient relationship in ani-celture. -Despite tbe

'4000°" divergent explanations of health. and illeessi it is clear from this literature'
that people in developipg countries, in-contrast with the medical vieWin the
West, believe that health may be 'affected by almost any aspect of behavior and '
the environment.. A. sensitivity to that broad perspective is requited to
understand these belief systems.

The introduction of modern medical technologies into developing countries
has been characterized by many errors. (Banta, 1969; Shiloh, 1968; Logan,-1973;
Leslie, 1976). ComMentaries omproblem areas and errors are numerous. This
presentation offers a selective review of ihose comments focusinven certain
transcultural concerns: cross7cultural gaps; assessment; ethnocentrism;.
health education ahd training; acculturation; and neW behavioral models of
health and illness:

A
This paper demonstrates the pluralismin medical beliefs and.practices

that exists throughout ihe world and even within small geographic regions.')
The widespread ekistence of pluralism:suggests that no simple explanationlae-
rived fr." Otellectual Consistency'will account for the cheices made by
patienta in a,situation where many alternatives are possible.

The coexistence of modern and traditional medical systems has been fairly
accep.Led and is a-reflection of this pluralism. An important distinction

between,Xhese two systems is made by Kleinman, et al (1975): The modern medi-.
cal-s tem has standard means of evaluating ekisting knowledge and developing
new knowledge while the other does not. UnfortunatelY, this quality leads,the
modern system tO imply there is one proper system of knowledge. Although tradi-
tional systems may attempt to preserve themselves as distinct, they are willing
to accept and utilize the modern system. lrt appears clear from this review
that the modern medical system will have to adapt to such an integration. ,

The integration of modern and traditional gedicine requires an under-
standing the compositon of both. .The literature suggests a distinction
be made wi hn these approaches between the medical system and the health
system. T e ormeras the set of beliefs, knowledge, practices, technology,
and social oups conaciously directed at promoting health and preventing
allevia ng illneas. The.health.system is made up of all aspects of behaviqr
and technology which, in igteraction with_the environment and population,' in-
fluence the health of the people whether consciously intended or not. ACCording
to some ahthors (Klein:man, et al, 1975), the medidt1 system is a sociocultural
phenomenon whilektfie health system is a broader-more ecological concept. But,
Certainly, the medical aystem, ai defined herei plays an importar!t role ,in con
structing or affecting change in the 'health system.
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The integratiOn Of health systems would be facilitated by a conceptual
behavioral frame for carrying.out cross-cultural medical.studies. Emerging.
frameworks an4 model's ljave been discussed. This paeer,-adhering to. the pro-
ceas'of induction, has offered two specific- examplerof integration of tradi-
tional and modern medical systems for the development of a framework. Lamto
(1969) has demonstrated that studies of the traditional treatment of mental
illnesses in. Afric* coad be-used to develop a new and successful treatment
approach conbining traditi6nal and modern treatments. Perhaps the moat
interesting case- of.integration is that of the People's Republic-of China,
where the western and traditional coexief and enjoy legitimacy. The Chinese
experience presents a particularly intriguing picture of the legitimatization
and official recognition (or implementation). .of two.medical systems (Field,
1975) that is just being revealedl

This. review of Sociocultural factors that affeci health and health care
Am developing-countries hap followed the path of medicatanthropology and
socitlogy over time as they have emerged as a new field--the.social science
of medicinL This paper presents, methods and attempti to view aocioCultural
'factors related to health in various countries. It demonstrates that under7
Vtanding health in a particular culfure requires a careful.comprehension of
the soCiocultural context in which health occurs.

a

a

a

At
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AN'ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.'

SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT KEALTH CARE'
.DELIVERY IN DEVELOPING.COUNTRIES

1.

Aamodt, A., Observations of a Health and Healing S-ystem'in a Papago
Community. Health Care Dimensions, 323-36, 1976.

This paper present's a portiayal of the hea ing behavior of the Papago
-°Indians in Arizona; USA. An'emphasis of tjie paper was on the sys7
tem of meaning that supports this. behavio . The author desCribes,
creature comforts, episodes of illness, ccidents and ceremonies thot
influence their notions of health and when to seek treatment. This'
description of health behavior is useful as an illustriiiion of au- .

other cultural context that defines'the aeaning of health.

2.

Abel-Smith, B., An international study of health expenditure and its
relevance for health planning, Geneva World Health Organization
(Public Health Paper,.USA No. 32) 1967.

Tiflis study aims both 'at collecting comparable.data on the sums Spent
.by the different countries oh health services'and at establiahinua
;standardized system of national accounting that will make interna-
tional comparisons possible.. An analysis of 33 Coun.trieS shows.a
great diversity in tha.fotal amount and the breakdownrdf health ex-
penditure.by'country, arising less out of real needs that out of eco-
nomic conditions and.cultural and historical influences. The nation-
al accounting Systems int force in ,the different cOuntries are sUch

l
tthat it 'ii 'no possible.rito determine the total health expenditure.

cThe authon stresses thab a.study of the cost of health Services is,
of limited interest In the absence of a parallel study of their ef-
fectiveness, iie., of the benefits received from them-,

Abel-Smith, B., Health World Health Organization'
(Public Health Paper No. 141j, USA) 1961.

.

is-publication discusses the costs and means of financing health
services in six countries. This is done less to compare than to
help establish a common language. Specific.and clear definitions of
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eocnomic concepts considered in regard to cost are given. These in-. i
elude investment.expenses and everyday running expenses as well as
sources of financing. Medical concepts within these ca,tegories:-
medical care, training, public health activities, etc. are also'de-
fined.

4.

Ackerknecht, E.A., Problems of primitive medicine. aulletin of the
History of Medicine, 11:503-521, 1942.

5- Primitive medicine and culture pattern. Bulletin of the History
of Medicine, 12:545-574, 1942..

6. Psychopathology, primitive medicine and primitivelculture.
Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 14:30-67, 1943.

7. On the collecting of data concerning priative medicine. Ameri-
can Anthropologist, 47:432-437, 1951.

8. Primitive Medicine, New York Academy.of Sciences,,Transactions
II, 8:26-37, 1945.

10.

Natural diseases and rational treatment in primitive med eine.
aulletin of the History of Medicine, 19:467-497, 1946

Contradictions in primitive surgery.7 Bulletin of the History
of Medicine, 20:184-187, 1946,

11. Primitive surgery. American Anthropolegist 49:25-45, 1947.
4

12. ' A Short History of Medicine, New York, Ronald Press, 1955.

13. Histpry and Geegraphy of the Most Important Diseases. New Yaric.,
Hefner, 1965,

Ackerknecht has published in these texts classical'studiesie pri-
mitive medicine. The early contributions are often 'based on anec-
dotal, impressionisticighly' biased information about medical
practice in ."primitive" cultures. Nonetheless these studies' lead
to important insights in the'study of traditional medicine. The
emphasis in this work was to classify and differentiate mediCal ex-
planatioes from indigenous settings including i,tg,,..;:sssessment of the.
degree to which "native" practices and belief6..I6Proximate Western
ones.

14.

Adair, J..and Deuschle, K., The People's Health: Medicine and
Anthropology in a Navajo Community, New York; Appleton-Century-
Crofts. .

This book reports the work of interdisciplinary team rese,rch in
illness and healing among contempOrary.Nayejo cammunitiesT This
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text provides a useful de cription of the integration of research in
various specialized fields. This includes descriptions of means of
vrganizing observations and deciding on similar methods for research
and evaluation.

15.

,Adams, Richard N. and Preiss, Jack J., Human Organization Research:
Field Relations and Techniques, Homewood, Illinois, USA, Dorsey

. Press, 1960.

This book.contains a series of articles grouped under two broad cate-
gories: Research Relations and Field Research Techniques. The first
section 'Contains articles discussingsthe validity of field data,
cross-tclass interviewing,"communications styles, etc. The second
section is more practical in orientation---It contains ar.ticles on
categories of events in field observations, mapping uses and methods,
participant observation, analysis of qualitatixee field data and an
article by J.M. Ssycos, "Sample Surveys for Social Science in Under-
developed Areas". .

16.

Ahern, Emily M., Sacred and Secular Medicine in s Taiwan
4

Village:
A study o.f cosmological disorders,Medicine in Chinese Cultures:
Comparative Studies of Health Care in Chinese and Other Societies,
Edited by Kleinman, A., Kunstadter, P., Alexander, E.R., and Gale,

, J., 1975.

The'author describes the purpose and format of thts selettion: rn
.this essay I-explore some of the basic conceptsthat play a part in
'Chinese villtlgers' underatanding of bodily health or sickness. First
I introduce two idioms that are.used to describe the heilth-of the
body: -.The,balance between hot and cold elements in the body "and the
relation between the yang body that exists in the world of the living
and the yin body that exidts in the world of the deild. Then I shot,/

that these two idipms are .also.used when discussing processes that
o.ccur beyond the human body--in human society as a whole or sub-
groups within It. That is, analogous vocabularies are'called into
play to describe procedures ar twd bodTand human
social groups.- Comparison of the.way these twd idioms are applied
.to the body and to'Bocial.groupa win reveal not Daly Analogies and
congruencies bUt also fundamental dissimilarities and,incongruencies.
It the last part of the paper it is shown how people utilize these
dissimilarities in a Practical way when'they seek causes and cures

17.

AmoAs! A., Understanding and Working with Special qxaups in Archives
ot Environmental Health, Vol. 20:537-539, 1970.

.

This is a sensitive disCussion of the human behavioral aspect that

4
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must be attended to in developing a health intervention program. "I
have dwelt on the difficulties of gettin& a program accepted by ape-
cial group& in our society. This does not mean that these diffi-
culties are so great that it is unlikely that prorrams will be ac-
cepted. We have abundant evidence that changes in such fundamebltal
things as values, ,goals, and expectations are taking place. What I
am saying is the obvious, that in order for us to be more successful
than we have been in the past, we must approach these problems with
due regard for the humid nd personal elements In change.

18.

Application of the Social Compass to the Study of Health, Health
Trogram Systems Cehter, Division of Indian -Health, Tucson, Ariiona
(Department of Health, Education and Welfare), 1968.

This brief pamphlet describes the Social Compass-, an.information
categorizing -Dihnfque developed by Desmond Connor (1964). The
Social Compass ocuses attention on broad aspects of culture to aid
in the gathering of information concerning patterns of culture. The
information collected is "essential to the effective development of
health programs." The Compass identifies 12 categories Omit exist
in any culture as the basis of the pattern of culture, 'Specific
questions that.might be of interest in each category for the irives-
tigation of health are presented. The Social Compass reported here
has been used effecti'vely in both rural U.S. and Latin America in
health services and other areas.

19.
t'. A

Baltes, M., Health Care Irom a Behavior-Ecological Viewpoint. Haelth
,Care Dimensions, 3:149, 163., 1976.

This article presents an interesting interpretat4on of the.medical
model some miht consider simplistic. The alteinative offered,by
Baltes is b ed an operate conditioniu Trinciples and, therefore,
incorporat .certain assumptione about the liature of man. The model
she offers is most useful for understanding and treating mental health,
but its utility' with illnesses of.biological origin throughout the
world_is not well delineated.

A
20..

Banerji, D., "Health Economics in DeveloPIng Countries", Journal of
India's Medical Association, 49, pp. 417-421, 1967.

This article emphasizes the utilit5, of integrVhve health activitiee
-into general ecopomiCattivities so that the health "activities do
mit interfere with the economic system. T4e author,stresses the
role of health as a centributor to economic growt The tasks Ac-
complished by.health economists in Cooperation wit lanners include
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.the development of instruments for meaeuring secial events; the iden-
tification of the fields of health where the maximUmresults can'Alle
obtained with available resources; and the furnishing of help is im-
proving management of health services.

21.- 4
4

'Banta, J.E., Effecting Changes in Health Behavior in Developing
. Countries in Archives_ef-Euvironmental Health, Vol. 18, 265-268, 1969.
1

In this article Banta provides his analysis of,the mistakes made in
transferring modern medical technology tp developing nations. He
discussed barriers and ptimulants tO health chapge,to be found in all
societies. Rather thaif suggest how to do'it right; Banta suggests
tWe process of heallh change is too complex for one solution. He.
Suggests the way to make progress in this direction is to educate more
public health specialists, emphasize health educatiPn in developing
countFles and stimulate research in the behavioral and social sciences.

22.,

0.
.

Barlow, 11 The eeonomic effects of,malaria eradication, Ann Arbor,
University of MichAgan School of POblic Health (Bureau of PubliP
Health Economic6, Reseatch Series No. 15) ,167 p. 1968

Thip spldy presents a methodology foi'measuring the long-term ef-
fects of malaria eradication on.pei. capita.itcome and applies that
,methodology to 'Ceylon for the period L947-1966. It Ps based.on.the
conclusions of P. Newman in regard to the demographic consequences of
eradication (held to be responsible for 60% of the *ncrease in ihe
Aemographic growth rate observed in Ceylon). The Author uses.a sim-
ulated model for measuring the effects of a health prgigramme,_611 eco--
nomi,c groWth. When, applied to eraslicetion the model reveals the ef-
.fects on the per capita income, the manpower available, and capiLal.
.The results indicate t,hat eradication leadi to a ihor,t-term increase
and a 4-ong-term decrease in pe'r capita income. The validity of' ihe,
results depends on the validity of the model; the model'employed
seems unable to reflect the true situation, .especially as' regardi the.,
'long-term aspect andthe, structurdi ohattges1 and i4teractionf; between
demographic and economic changes.

23.

Beals, Alan, Strategies of Resort to Curdrs in South India, AAan
Medical,Systems: A eompaxative Study, Edited by-Ieslie, Charles,
lips -Angeles: UP'iversity of California' Press, 1976._

References under source in which this article OCCUTS.'-
e
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24.

Benyoussef, Amor,'World Health Organliation, Geneva; Wessen, Albert
F., Brown UniversitY, Trovidence; Utilization of-Realth Services. in
Developing tountries--Tunisia, Social ecience and Meglicine,,Vol.

'pp. 287-304 1974.

This paper is,bssed on aiiii94,study on determinants of utilization of
government health serviceill'In lrovince of-TuniSia (Governorate of
'Nabeul). Seven stu y areas wele%selected which were considered typi-
Cal both of dif'fep4nt types of-health facilities mid of towns and
rural settings 1j the province. In' these study.areas, an idterview
survey of atsam le of hoUsehold was undertak#10 abd the data tethered
from the surveyf were linked to Available Me 1- records for the 3808

. members.of the 7$ householas studies..

, The -applicabilitYof analyses of determinants of,u5Alization in de-
veloped gountries-to the situation Of developing countries such as'
Tunisia is discussed.. On'ihis baSis, a framework for further stUdy
iscleveleped which focuses upon modernization is the' key predictor,
.of use.01 healthjeorvices iM developing countrtes. Some implications,
.And related practnal. recommendations for better manageient of the
health care delivery system in the studie46,area are also discussed.

25.
-Ar .

Bercle, A.A., Anderson, R.I.., Sasali, T.T. and Kawata, K., Health and
Disease in Chad, Baltimore, Maryland, The Johns Hopkins press,,1970.

.This is the report of comprehensive epidemiological studies by a
-team of fhe.aeographic Epidemiology Unit of the. Johns Hopkins S.chool
of Hygiene and-Public Health in -Chad.. This book-supports the conclu.-
sion that a prior prediction as to the .iSCpettrum'of disease in a-given
population, frequently may be in error., It'reiorts on modern tools

*, and techniques in public health assessment'that were used ii these
2 field operations and' comments on-their vaI4dity and uisefulness.

ft

26.

Bice, Thomas W. and white,-Kerr, Factors Related to.the Use of
Health Services:- An-International tomparative Study, Medical Case,
7(2), pp,124-132, 1962.

This article reports' the results ófeurveyan the use of physicians
services in Chester, England; Chitt den County, Vermont; and 40.
Smederevo, Yugoslavia. The Ipsltivariate analysis results lakdicated
that levels of perceived Forbidity account for the greatest'amounts
of variance of utilizatie-i within each area, and that occupational,
level.of. household heads'and-persons' tendencies to use services are'
also'related to utilization. The variable measuring availability
(less than 15 minutes away) of medical care contributed to explain;
ing differences in the use of physicians' services in Smederevo.
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.27.
. .

Bingham,-Walter. Van bykt & Brlice Victor Moore, Blom to Intervi w
Ilarpe.t &, Raw, Nen York.,'.1959.:

e .

TThis teXt,includea a disCueSion of.b(100,principles'vf. inttrviewiti&,
- .

the rolencef the partibiVants in.antinterView sitilation, gUideposte-
tO the'intervieww, andthe:seleCtionand training of interviewers. .

. 'Besides thilleettion OW gederal prinCiples, the bOok:Contains.s4#cific.-
.

,tyPei*ofjnterviews in various settingsv. applicantsjor employAnt%:.
41a1 examining. iipt Civil set,vice,spublic opinion. polle,'Vocational
.Couneelf_ng,.zetc.

1
.

28%

, .

& Wilson, Robeit N., "eatient-Practitioner Relation-
. 'ships", inliendboek of. Medical Sociology.Edh.by Freeman, Ha., Levine,
S. & Ruder .L,G. Englewoód iiffs, New jerseir, FrehtiCe Ha4 315-
,39, 147.2.: ,

-
,i:Thispaper elucidates various theories and treatMents of the relation-
ship betueen the "medical professional" and,his"client" ,This is

#.contemporary discussion of the theoretitalAnslidittjcif.VarIous cOncep-
Aions.ot this relationship..'The author focuses not on the question R.
Of whether patteTned;expectationi exiat'in this relationPap, but in--
Ittead,:ort th..o.feesdMptions whith different.theorepical poeitionstake,
.aboutthe nature pf these expeCtations. .This.paper is limited.i.m::its
ntility by'its lecue on *the nature'of patient,-practitioner relation-
ships .in'elkederm.Western Society.-

29. .

Bogafyrev-, I,D. & R
benefits of disease

. ,
tman, M.P., -Methods of stndying the economic
ontrol.: in: .W110 *Regional yOffice for Europe,

Heaath Economics. Repdrt on a seminar, Mciscow, 25 Jnne-4 July, 1968;
Colaenhagen, pp. 32=35f 1969., .

The autlfors describe, the application Of,Cost/benefft analysis in the
USSR to the camp gn against polidmye/itis carried out in,l9,55. The
effect of the m sures #as observed ovetAhe period 1958-1965;- The
eosts orthe-ca aign include those of/the-t7e0earch Operations
fected as 111,om 1%5, vhccination, and treatment (medical visits,
tranOort, hospit ization). The loSsesTrivented by Vaccination
were estimated by aluation of the,number ofsnew cas6that would

developed if t1 1058 morbidity rate had continued. The,over-
alf losses avOided included: the Cost of treatment and rehabilita-
tion: losses due to the incapacity or reduced activity of a certaid
Inumber, of patients and comprising .the,pensions Paid and the,loss of
tevenue resulting fAcom the fall in activity; and losses resulting
from deaths. Losses êonnected'with reduction in manpower were as=

4seseed on the baeis qf the iational idcome,per worker (and slot on
basiS 601 ihe aveage wage). In this.particular case the ratio

between costs-and benefits,mas l 66. -
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Brupet-Jail1V.
ujas, 1971.

, Eesai Sur l'economie senerale de la sante, Paris,

thia economics thesis is an important contribution to the field of
health economicsand to knowledge of the health system in -Frilnet.
The inseruments 'available for analyzing the health section ard in-
-adgcluate--particularly the national accounting systemd--aud do'notmaki it possible,to.show how health activities are ilitegrated with
the economy. .:Ifig-suthor makes a structural analysis of the.health
sector. The first part studies the structare of the production.units

. in the health sector (kellical profession, establishments, etc.), their
characteristics, and the manner in which they are orsikftized to pro-duce medical services. The second part studies thi mechlaniams of the

.health sector sd as 'to show howthe provision of medical servicesoperates. The input is rep'resented by work and capital (including
research and teaching).,:the output by medical consumption, this.de-.
pending on certaln.variables (incOme,.urbanization; etc.). The anal-
ysisOef financing reveals the decisive role 9f the state'in the.ffeld
of health and raises the prbblem of the ratidnale of state interven-
tion. The third part'considers tiealth within the broader framework
of_the whole economic sySteM. 'Economic analysis has recently en-,
deavored to define the concepta and clarify.the measurements of two
groups or problems: the benefits from expenditureon health and the
economic value of man. The autlior studies.in4detail the cost of'
economic activity to man (effect of working condition's on demograPhy.

,and the state of health and the economic cost of disease at the natton-
al level).

31.

Bryant, Jobib, Health and the DevelopingdWorld, Lond'on: Cornell
Unliversity Press, The Rockefelle'r Foundatimi, 1909.

This boek is the result of broad aisessmedt.of many countries
(Barbados, Brazil, Chile, C.âmia, Ecuador, El Salitador, Vthiopfa,
Chana, Guatemala, Hong Kon Ihia, Jamaica, Kenyii, Malawi, Nisefla,-

, Senegal, Sudan, Tanzania, T tland, Trinidad .And Ugan The study
.was organized to: look at, health nrob,femr.of develop*countraesand to identify or suggest more-appropriate approaches to the pro-.
blems. The fieid'observations occurred bitWeen late 1964-and 1967.
In visiting a country the health team ustihily called mi. the MinisVry
of Healeh or,as analogous organizationotudied its health care aria,'
educational programs in urban and distant rural areas. :The focus is
on'the interrelationships of health needs, health care systems, and

'

the eduvation of health personnel.

The text is classic in the field. It provides very useful descrip-
Aiont and analyses of various health proble;ms and bow they halle been
treated and mistreated. In the overview Bryant off'grs :"The Search
for4Solutions" and some transcultural principles of health care that
are particularly useful. .

I.
1
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32.

Candill, William, The Cultural and Interpersoial Coitext of Everyday
Health and Illness in Japan and America, Asian Medical Sstems: A
ComOaretive Study; Edue4 by Leslie, Charles, Los Angeles: - University
of,California 7ressk, 1976.

Referenced under source in whi.ch this art cle occu s..

33.1 e

Carr, Willine 6.111,olfe,. Samuel, Un4et Needs as SociomedicaI Indicators,
InternatiOnal Journal of Health Services, Vol. 6, No, 3, 1976.

This paper discusses the Mehgrry Medical College Study of Unmet Needs
designed to measure the effecativeness of alterndtive health care de-
livery systems: (a) comprehensive care with broad outieach, (b)
comprehensive Tare with limited outreach, "and'(c) traditional care.
Unmet needs are defined as the differences between services judged
necessary to deal appropriately with health proklems and services ,

actually received. The 'central hypothesis is that comprehensive
health programs will be 'more effective than traditional care in re-
ducirig unmeteneeds. Unmet needs are viewed as, measures of provam,
outCome and are one of several types of sociomedical indicators which
use factors other than biomedical or bioloirErl states as measures of
outcome. The distinction is made between unmet needs indicators and
health seatus indicators.

Various approaches to measuring urlmet needs are discussed and the
relatively Limited .focus of these is contrasted with the more cont.-

prehensive Meharry approach. Houtehold interviews and clinical ex-
aininations provide the data base for deriving professional judgments
of unmet needs in the medical, dental, nursing, and social services
areas. The Meharry work spggests several areas in'which furtherwork
on unmet needs.would be useful.

Claufen, John A., "The Sociology of Mental Disorder";.in Handbook of
Medical Sociology, ed. by.Frgeman, Levine,-S. 6 Ruder, G.,
Englewood Cliffs, New.JerseyT USA, Prentice Hall, pp. 169-188, 1972.

This paper presents a basic disqussio the nature and definitions,
of major. rypes of Mental diaorders. t a o discusses the trrevaleace
of mental'illness over time.in tha United Statea. The author proVides
a 'social epidemiological.analysis of mental dlisorder including the
stages of becoming a patientwith such a disorder. 'He also describes'
the professional 'resources available in the American'cuIture to IndiT
viduals with mental distrders. This adction inclusles a description'
.of the cultural attitudes toward these levels of treatment and the..
patterns of treatment at .each level.



35.

Correa., H., The ecopomica of human resources, Amsterdam: Norty Hollan.d
Publishing Company, 1963.

This work analyses the economic aspect of human resources, which af-
fect economic life as production factors and as the final benefactor
of socio-economic progrea43. Although ceatered on the economics of
educatieU, it is of considerable interest methodologically in rela,.
tion to health economics. The productive,function of work is analyzed,
i.e., the factors governing the quantity and quality of,the labour
force. Indices established for severarcountries'reveal differenc
in working capacity resulting froM variations in health:status. or ,nu7
trition, or both combined. The quality of the labour force is gov-
erned essentially by education, which is studied iti'detail from two
p.oints of view: the.interaction between socio-economic phsnomena and
the demand for educdtion, and ;he link between vile pro.cess of 'educe-
tion and.ithe qualifiCations obtained. The study also analyses the
connection-between total production and labour from differeng angles,
especially t.he influence on production of the characteristics of the
labour force (health, education, etc.),and the decisive rale of ed-
ucatidn as factor in economic development.

4.

36.

Cosminsky, S., Decision making and 'medical care'in a Guatemalan"
Indian community. Ph.D. dissertation, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts, 1972.

.

Source not referenced-.

37.

Crobg, Sydney H. and Ver Stey, Donna F., "The Hospital as a Social
System" in Handbook of Medical Sociology, Ed. by Freeman,
Levine S. and Ruder, -C. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, USA, prAntice
Hall, pp. 274-314, 1972.

This paper discusses characteristics of hospitals in the United States.
This includes descriptions of how hospitals are organized, a classt-
fication pf health care institutions by function and control, status
eystems,and cultural subsystems. This includes-a description of the
internal soCial environment of-a hospital.

38.

Currier, Richard. L., The Hot-Cold,Syndrome and Symbolic Balance in
Mexican and Spanish-American Folk Medicine,..11.12nalau, an Interna-
tional Journal of Cultural and Social Anthropology, Vol. 5(3) pp.

-.351-363, July 1966.

A.diScussion'of thefolk mtdical belief in and practice of hot-cold
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classification. The author offers an explanation for the persistence
of tbisvfolk.medicine and describes in detail the use of these con-
cepts in healing among Latin-Americana.

w.

39;.-

DeKock Van Leewuem, J.A.C., Some Social and Emotional Aspects of
'Health Manpower Planning Medical Care, 7(3) pp. 261-266.

Tht's artfcle reports on the vale of Medical teams and auxiliaries to

41
increase the qyantitative;output of professionaIe'conclUdin that the
gain has been in depth not in output. The Author describe's d re-
views.the literature in an iinformal style and discusses socia prob-
lema that plsgue each approach. The paper documents .the conflict
that is lairly common in health delivery.teams. He-.attributes the -
majority .of it to status differences and 'a, greaser need for role
flexibility dn'the part al doctora. The articre emphasizes the fact

. that socialyalue systems underly health-manOower Planning. The
aufhor advocates thorough analysis of these systems before planning
is coMpleted This fartitle demonstrates the need for consideration
.of socio-cultural factors before manpower-planning can be effective,

40..

Douglas, W. Illness and CurIn$ in Santiago'Atitlan. .Ph.D. disserta-
tion-, StandardAniversity, Standford, California. 1969.

" .

Source not referenced.

41.

Dr4wnowski, J. &'Scott, W:, the leverof living-index, Geneva United
Nations Research.Institute for Soiial Development (Report'No. 4),

p., 1966.

One-of the ai,ks of the United Nations Research'Institute for Social
Development is toostudy the iinks'between econOmic and social devel-
opment._ Its efforts have centered on the clariPication of:certain
:basic concepts .(level mg wellbeing, social capital, socio-economic
development; etc.) and the 'clUantification. A level of living index
Was prepared and applied to certain countries. The level of living
is definedtas the level of setisfaction.-of the needs ofpa population

-,ensured by the flow ol goods aneservices it enjoys-over a given
period. The general level of living can be dividedointo several
-components corresponding to different groups of needs: physical
(nuirition, housing, and health), cultural (education, recreation,
security), and others. l'he final,levl of living index is the
weighted resuIt'of-a number of intermediate indicators. .Statistical
and theoretical problems ariae, especially in relation to the
weighing of the various factdrs. The study attempts to apply such
an index to 20 countries .with varying Socio-economic levels. Des-
pite the limited'canclusions. that can be drawn from ft, it-shows
the importance of such an index in the measurement of levels of de-
velopment.
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42.

Dube, S.C., Cultural Factors *n Rural Community Development The
Journal of Asian Studies, l6:19-9,01955.

. .

The author reports cultural features of India. These includL the ten-
dency to reinterpret proffered medical innovations in terms of the
dominant themes and existing needs of the society. Renovation of
wells, paving of village lanes, construction ofi soakage and compost
Pits are accepted because "they look new and good," "we must do what
the government asks us to do," "othex villages are doing it and so
we must also do it ' etc.

43.

Dunn, Fred, 14.,'Medical Care in the Chinese Communities of Peninsular
Majaysia, Medicine in Chinese Cultures: Comparative Studies of Health
Care in Cipinese and Other Societies, Edited by Kleinman, A., Kunstadtes.
P., Alexander, E.R., and Gale, J., 1975.

This.paper is focused on medical care in the Chinese communities of
Peninsular Malaysia,.and esvecially on a preliminary view of what is
known of.Chinese. traditional medical.behavior, in all its variety.
The account that follows is based upon a very limited literature (even
in Ore Chinese language) for Malaysia and Singapore; and upon observa-
tions and interviews in the Chinese cotmunities of Kuala Lumpur and
its environs in the State- of Selangor. It is.added that the litera-'
ture on traditional medicine in Malaysia is limited only with.resiect
to the Chinese .(and Ipdian) communities. Malay medicine has been the
object of extensive research,'at intervals over a span of at least
80 years (e.g. Skeat 1900).

tit

44.

Dunn, Fred L., Traditional Asian Medicine and Cosmopolitan Medicine
as Adaptive' Systems, Asian Medical,Systems: _A Comparative Study,
Edited by Leslie, Charles, Los Angeles: University of CalifOrnia
yress, 1976.

-

Referenced under source i. which this a ticle occurs.

45.

-Edgerton,-R.B., The Individual in Cultural Adaptation: A study of
Four East Afri an Societies. LN,Angeles: University of California .

Press. 1971.
. .

This text pr idesta useful descriptive and analytic account "men-,
tal illness' in four East African societies..
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46.

Engel, C.L., The Need for a New Medical Model: 4 Challenge for Bio-
medicine, Science, Vol. 196 (04280:129-136, 1977.

This article begins with a discussion of the controversy in psychiatry
regardine-the utility of the medical model. The author then provides
an account'of the history of the reductionist apppoach and the bio-.medical model. 4 Finally, he discusses the limita0ons of this modelfor all of medical science and the requirements of a new medical mod-el. He explains the functionieg ef this model with a discussion of'grief as a disease. The article'catcludes with a discussion of the
nature and basis of the conflicts in iedicine over the psyehosocial
and biological components of illness. This is a very useful art clefor the in-depth look at modern medicine that it provides. -The b o-
psychosocial approach has particular utility for und4rstanding
ness in developing countries and traditional or folk medicines.

47.

Evang, Karl, The Politicd of Developing a Natienal BeSIth Policy,
InternationalJournal.of Health Services,INol. 3,114o. 3, 1973:

"Since:national health policy,is de4eloped through.the political in-
struments and modalities of a given country, it wouLd be unrealistic
tooprescribe a solution-applicable everywhere. Health matters are'in' in the political world, due Oartly to the- rapidly rising cost

.of medical care and related social servicei, and partly to pressure
grb.ups which have become aWare of'the potentialities Of health Ser-'vices ip.the population. Also, the 'man-conSuming' sector of society,
AA4ustry end war machines, can use man as he is preduced by natureto' a liMited extent; more must,, therefore, be invested In hia-
health. -The emergency period in health protection and promotion is-ov'er in We richer.parts of the'world. However, few ceuntries have
.yet produced a national hea-Ith policy. 7he difficulties,encounteredin this process are discussed, and it is suggested that a great deal.
can be learned.from the initiative:in the'1920s, of a recommenda-
tion by the Afgalth Section-Of the Lea'gue, of Nations that every coun-
try develop 4vnational food policy.. It is argued that it. is time
for the World Health Organization to. urge.its member statea to de-

. velop and introduce afnational health policy."

48.

Fabrega, H., Disease and Socia4 Behavfor: An Interdisciplinary
Perspective, Massachusetts: Massachusetts Institute of Technology,1974:

This book provides a theoretical analysis of the role-of social
science in medicine. The text'is diAlided into three parts: (1) a
review and criticism Of traditional approaches:in social medicine
that includes a brief review -of social and cultural literature'on

.39
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Illness, social*biology of disease* and limitations of ethnomedical
etudies; (2) the,analytical foundations of socio-medical study that
includea.discussion of traditional disease,definitions'alternative_
formulations oUdisease and a model of illness ..behavior; (3) poten-
tial contributiOns of socio-medical studY to disease cOrkepts,
psychosomatic illness, the organization ofmedfcal care snd future
research. Fabrega has made a snbsrantial contriburion to the litera-
ture that merges behavioral science and medicine.

90

.Fabrega, H., The Need for au EthnomediCal Seie;Ice, Science, Vol: 1.89
(#4207):969-915, 1975.

Fabrega presents his interpretation/of the logic of biomedical dis-
ease conceptions. He eleplains in this manner how "moderif medicine
is the folk medicine of the I!mode-rn" world with limited validity.
The author describes ethnoscience and an ethnomedical approach to
disease.' He suggests with this approach -that unkversal indicators
of disease rooted in social categories be used as indices of ill-
ness. This behavioral approach is'extended to treatment, diagnosis,
and research. Fabrega-discusses the,.practical and contemporary im-
plications of such an approach and haw this would move us toward a.
thftory of human disease. This article provides a succinct and use-
ful analysis of current modern Medicine and the biomedical model of
disease. The ethnomedical approach he suggestd has particular re-
levSnce to developing countries.

50.

Fee, E., Women and Health Care: A Comparison of Theories, Inter-
national J Health Service, 5. 3. p. 397-415, 1975.

"There are three distinct approaches to the analysis.of womem's posi-
tien in society, and thus of women's relation to .the health care sys-
tem.. Liberal'feminists seek equal opportunity 'within the system;
demand.equal opportunity and employment for women in health'Care,, and
are,critical of the patronizing attitudes of physicians.Radical
feminists reject thesysteM aS 'One based pn the.oppressio0 of women.
and' seek to build alternative structures to better fill their needs,
'They see the division between man and woman as the primary contra-
diction in society and patriarchy as its fundamental institution..
They have initiated self7help groups and women's'clinics to extend
the base of'health care controkled by women in their own interegts.
Marxist-feminists see the particular oppression of 'women as generated

.by contraditarions Within ihe development of capitplism. WOmen's
unpaid labor d't'home and.anderpaid labor in the work force both
serve the interests of the owners of capital. The health care sys-
tem serves these same interests; it maintains and perpetuates- the
social class structure while.becoming increasingly alienated from
the health needs of the majority of the'population."

4



51.

Field, Mark G.,'The Concept of the ',Health System" at the MaCrosocio-.
logical Level, Social Science Medicine, Voi. 74 pp. 763-785, 1973..

"The health system is definedaas that aggregate of commitments,or re-
sources which any national society "invests" in the health concern,
as.distinguished from other :concerns. The health system is viewed
in a atructural-functional perspective;.4.-provides services to in-
dividuals whose role performance might be jeopardized by ill health
and it occupjes a specific structural position in social space. Thaapproach is also macrosociolagical,.eVolutionary or historicali dyner
mid-, relevant, and comparatiye. it seeks to test the hypothesis of'
a "convergence" of the tealth system of industrial aocieties toward
a fai,ly common pattern under the kmpact of certain types of univer-
sal constraints:

52.

Fieldk M., Comparative Sociolngical Peripectives on Health Systems:
Notes lam a Conceytual Approich in Kleinman et.al. (eds) 1975 .0

.,

This paper provides a conceptual scheme to describe, analyze and cdm-
yare the nature structure, role and functioning of the "health sys-tem" of any cullture. Th.is article draws from other publications by
field. It includes a sociologicardefinition of the generic "health
system", a cultural and a systems analysis. In this paper there are

. some brief applica
. ns. of these concepts to East Asian and the
46Chinese medical sy m.

.,

..,n

53.

Field, M., The Modern Medical System: The Soviet Variant in Leslie,
C. (Ed.) Asian Medical Systems, London: University of California
Press, 1976.

This selection offers a conceptual analys s'of the modern medical ..
system dnd contraSts the western approach to that of the.Soviet Union.
This is useful for its conceptual analysis and as a description of
the Soviet model..; The discussian of the Soviet -srpertem also provides
a perspective on the influence of politicallidiologies'as they affect
a health wystem.

54.

Foong-San; Soong, Some.$eliefs and Practices Affecting Health of the
Aborigines (Orang asli) of Bukit.Lanjas, West Malaysia. Southeast
'Asin'journal of Tropical Medicine and Public Health, Vol. 3(2):267-
276, 1972.

this article reports the author's investigation of some.of the be-
lief and practices affecting the health af a small group of aborigines
living'in Bukif.Lanjas. The author discusses the history of the'

41.
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people.; traditional beliefs and practices; the role of medicinemen;
technique's of'preVentiOn of.sickness; contact'with non-traditional

. medicine:. The author concludes that despite their use of modern
curative services, they have tot accepted scientific explanations of

...causation of illnese.'

55.

,Foster, C., Relationships Between Spanieb'and Spanish American Folk
Medicine, Journal of American Folk Medicine, vol. 4, pp. 2012I9,
1953.

This article ptovides an.account of the history of humoral medicipe.
It includes tracing of humoral science from Greece and Rome to the

, Arabic world; the introduction of thistradition into iberia
the Moorish occupation of that region; and the.diffusion to Central
and South America.

56.

Foster, George, Relationships Between Theoretical and Applied Anthro-
pology: A Public Health Program Analysis, Human Organizaticin, Vol. 11
(3) pp.5-16, 1952.

Thia article adviresses a research problem: hoie Can the anthropolo-
gical axiom - "in order to work with a people it is essential to
understand their culture" - 'be translated into terms that would be
meaningful to administrations of public health programs in develop-
ing countries? .The article includes brief descriptions of folk
medicine in Latin America and descriptions of the quality and nature
of interpersonill relations. The author makes a series of program
recommendations for 'successful public -heIrIth prbjects. and includes
examples of the successful use of these recommendations. In addi-
tion, five anthropological concepts or methodologies are discussed
with relevance to this-research endeavor. Those concepts are func-
tionalism, cultural rqflativism, creole culture, the comparative
method and the justification for generalized anthropological field
work.

4

Foster, C., Tzintzuntzan, Mexican Pe&santries a Changing, World,
Baotou, Little, Brown and Company, 1967.

Source not referenced.
4

5#.

Foster, George, Zraditional Societies and Technological Change,
2nd Edition, New York: Harper and Row, 1973.

%
This is a very useful guide to understanding the many implicatons of

42



providing technIcal assistance to.developing countries. The author's
viewpoint,as an Americ#n considering intervention, is also instruc-
tive. The section entitled "Ethics in Planned Change" is useful as
a history of this tradition that discusses political, moral and value
iXsues that don't receive enough attention ia the literature.

59.

Fox, Renee, The Sociology of Modern Medical Researdh, Asian Medical
Systems: A Comparative Stu4y, Edited by Leslie, Charles, Los
Angeles: University of'California Press, 976.

Referenced vader source in which this art cle'vccurs.

60.

Frank J.D., Persuasion and Healing, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press,.
1961. .

Frank posit_s that certain specific emotional states accompany the
con4tion of disability.that is brought about by underlying disease
processeslof a biemedical_nature. These emotions are analogous to
those Western man has labeyed as hopelessness, despair and anxiety.
The consequences of these emotions for the sick person are negative,
probably through the,hormonal imbalaaces with which they ate asso-

. elated. These-hormonal conditions contribute ta a deterioration of
physical_ status: at the same time, the behavioral correlates of
these emotIons can interfere with proper resf, hydration and nutri-
tiOn, which aid the body in its attempts to fight the disease pro-
cess.

61.

Edited by Howard E. F eeman, Sol Levine and Leo 'C. Ruder, Handbook
of Medical Sociology, Prentice Hall Inc., Englewood Clif New
Jersey, USA, 1972.

This is a basic textboOk in the area of.Medical Sociology. It d
cusses at a theoretical level various,aspects of health siervices.
This iacludes discussions,of the sociology of illhess (social fac-
tors, social-psychological faCtors, addictive disorders and mental
illness);%practitioners-patients and medical settings-(medical ed-
Ucation, dental practice, nursing, quasi-vactitioners, the hospital
patient; practioter relationships); sociolfty of medical..care (health
organizations, medical practice, community public healtht pal tics
of health); strategy, method amd statue of medical sociology iJn its
history (methods of research, historical perspective), The b k
includes a bibliography relevant to this field.
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62.

Collagher, EugeniB., Lines of.Reconstruction and-Extenaion in the
Parsonian Sociology of Illness, Social Science and Medicine,, Vol. 10:
pp. -207-218, 1976.

"Taleott Parson's paradigms of the sick role and the therapeutic
relationship form the basis for his'sociology of illness and have
provided the impetus to'a substantial amOunt .of. empirical research
and coriceptualization in medical sociology. 'These paradigms are '

linked.to the conceptions of illness as deviance and the physician
as an agent of social.control. In the authorO opinion, furthtr
theoretical develoOment is necessary tcoaccount for,significant
health/illness phenomena which the'deviance Conception cannOt en-
compass. The phenomena under Consideration are: (1) chronic ill-
nest, wherein there. is no posSibility of the patients return'to
health; (2) patient telf-helpwand self-tyeatment; (3) the acquies-
cent posture vf 'the medical pybfession in the face of widespread
health-risking"behavior; (4) the failure of many health institutions
torpromote maximum rehabilitation in patients; and.(5) the contra-
diction between the high Position of personal health in the hierarchy
of American Values and the extent' o-f preventible ill health. Later
Parsonian formOations which view illness as impaired adaptive cepa-7
city rather thari deviance, and which attribute less importance to
social control and to medical instrumentality, offer 'a fruitful
prospect for a more thorough-going conceptualization."

63.

Gallin, Bernard, Comments on contemporary sociocultural etudies of
medicineritn Chinese societies, Medicine in Chipase*Cultures: Com-
parative Studies of Health Gare in Chinese end bther.Societies,
edited by, Kleinman, 'A., Kunstadter, P., Alexander, E.R., and Gale,
J., 1975.

V

This paper summarizes a series of paper in this original source.
.

The author's main point is: "Solong as traditional Chinese values
persist it is likely that the efficacy of setular Western and Chinese
medicine sill be fully realized only if they are utilized in combi-
nation with traditional sacred Chinese medicine. guring requires
a concern for both the physiological and sociopsychological aspects
of illness. So long as secular medical systems do not demonstrate
both of these toncerns, then- we can expect to find the continued
utilization of thesacred medical system along with theml In addi-
tiOn, so png as secular, scientific biomedicine remains fallible,
eVen those illnesses perceived to be caused from within the body will
continue to be treated by traditional Chinese sacred medicine."

116

64.

Garrett, Annette, Interviewing:. Its Principles -and Methods, Tamily
Welfare Asiociation of America, New York, ;942. ,2

This book Presents basic information on how to interview, interview-
er's attibude and egtentials of good interviewing. The "essentials"
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section ptovides a number ol practiCal lantp,about,the nhysical set-ting ofthe interview, how,t4 record.inforMation, thivolifIdenfial
'natute of'thejnterview and the importance of background.knowlilie
on the part of the intervieWer. ,

65.

Glittenberg, J., Adapting Health Care-to aCultua.l Setting, Ameri-
can JOurnal of'Nursing, Vol. 74 (12) :2218-2221, 1974. .

This article describes medical techniques andstrategies of treat-ment used in the Guatemalan highslands- Ihe author streases the use.of 014 cuandre and grujo 4s well as.the Modern...medical doctor bythF people apd the-ecceptance of that sauStion'by the modern medicaldoctor.

66.

Good, H.J., The Professionalizatièti of Medicine in a. Provincial "Iranian
Town in Health Care Dimensions, 3151.-65. 1976.

'This paper desCribes the rise of modern-medicine in a provincial townin Iran. The author uses two case studies to demonstrate thaitthe
professionalizati n of modern medicine in this area is prOcesa in,
volvifig activea6mpetit.ion among a variety of medical pTactItioners
for the righ to.practice medicine. This article is usef4 as a poi-,
trayal of the politics involved in bringing modern iedicine technology'to developing countries. ,It1P1d9 depicts.the politicaVplay involvedin'the integration of service,and health'planning.

, 67.

Graham, Saxon and Ruder, L.G., "Social Factors in the Chronic Dis-
eases", tn Handbook of Medical Sociology:, Ed. by Freeman, H.E.,

.Levine, S. and..Ituder,.G., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, USA, Prentfce
Hall, pp.. 63-107, 1972.

"
ihis paper disCusses and presents the theory behind.social epidemio-'logya method for tracing didease causation through social phenomena4,and agents. The,author emphasizes'the role of stress.and meauurements
of social stress as they affect health. Stat,us changes and status
inconsistencies.that proliace stress and create iflness conditions
are discussed. Social Illtors affecting the recovery process and re-
.habilitation are-also included.' This paper 1.6 only focused on Western
culture. 'The examples are.of West-ern health problena, most frequently
cancer:

.68.

Gracia, M.F., Analysist.Of Incidence of Excessive Alcohol intakt.by
the Indian PopulatiOn in Montana, Medical Anthropology, Grollig;
Francis and Haley, Harold', Paris: Moutonqublishers, 1976.

.

Referenced under source inHwhich this article 'occurs.
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Grollig, Yr/filet:9 and Haley, Harold, Medical Anthropology, Feria:
MoeiSnA"ubliehers, 1976.'

This vo"lume qoatains papers glAren at the Pre-Congress ConferenCe- on.
Kedical.AnthropolOgy.'held.inA973 at the Stritch School:of Medicine
of Loyola'UntVersity of Chic46. Papers reireeenting four.tIkemes

..and 'a:summary podi,tion paper Within eaot-Are presentet.' .The lour
themes ure native, and cultural aspects of healing; 8p6Ci.fic subject
papdra; interUC'tion of traditional and. Western medical practices;
and theoretical aapecta of medical anthzoPology.

70.

Grottanelli, Vinigi, L., Witchcraft: An Allegory? Medical Antbropo-
logy, Grolljg, Francis ansl Haley, Karold,°Paris: Mouton rbblishers,
1976.N,

Referenced under source in which this a ele occurs.

P

Haley, Harold B., Endemic Goiter, Salt, and.Local Customs in.Central,
America: PreventiotVof a Preventable DiSpase, Medical Anthropology,
Greilig, Francis and Haley, Harold, Paris: Mouton Publishers, 1976.

;

Referenced under source in which this' artitle occurs.

72.

Guidelines:for Gathering_ Gross-CulrOral Information,.Offica of Pro-
gram Development PublicatiOn, Indian Health Service, U.S. Department
of Health Education'and Welfare, April, 1970. .'

This brief (12 pages) paper provide basic,principletatAnd*oTisidera-'
tions for the acquisition of health information f.itiOri,culture dif-
ferent from that.of the inquicrer. ,11 ing the' Amdrican Indies emlture
as an exanTle the paper presents.way of identifying bias in'the
qui4er and the cdlture-being studied The paper presents format.and
basic Considerations to be made vten collecting data through inter-
views.. Survey questionnaire techniqus are presented with an empha-
sis on practrcal problems.and solutio s. Also included is a brief
statement .on reporting and,the interp etation of data collected by
these methods. The pdper includes an annotated bibliography on re-
search techniques. Thfs Is a.useful pSper for preparation and train-
ing of those who Conduct interviews or\administer, and design survey
.questionnaires.

le
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73.

Harrison, jra and C6sminsky, Sheila, Traditional Medicine, An
Annotated-Bibliography of Africa Latin'America and the Caiibbean

-

New York% Garland Pre6s 4976.

V. . This text provides 1135 annoi'ated references concerned with Africa.,
Latin AMerica and the Caribbean. The topics covered include: gen-' .
etal traditional medicine, ethnomedicine, ethnopharmacology, hialth
care delivery systems, metern4fand child health, mental health and
public health. es .

.74.,
<7

_Hart, D.V., Bisyan Felipino and Malayan Humoral Pathologies: Folk__
Meditine and History in Southeast Asia. Daia Paper 76, Southeast
Asia Program, Department,of Asian Studies, Corne41. University. r

.Source not available. Referented in Logan, 1-973..

75.

'Hatwo9d, A.:The hot cold theory of disease: imvlications forltreat-
6ent of Puerto Rican patients, Journal of the Ama-rican Medical.

. Association, 216:115a-115B, 1971.

this article presents data,,from thrpe sources: observations of medi-
.cal pTactices in 64 Puerto Rican households; responses to a clues-
tionnair6 "concerning postpartum praetfCes and infant care.admAmistered
to 27 mothers; and anecdotal reports fstom medical personnel at the
Martin sLuther King, Jr. Neighborhood Health Center. Hatwood reports
useful data about the naivegintegration 6f,traditional and modern mr,

medicine maae by these people.

Health Training Resource Material. Program and Tralning Journal
Action/Peace Serps.. .51

xAm.
This' traig manual.incudes a chapter on culture resource material'.
_providing sensitization .for Amerlicans dealing yith health proble.ms
in deieloping nations. Topics discussed 4ncluc1.4 values in'American
culture, the cultural Context of hearth education, problems of intro-
du,cing(public.he,alth progrdms in developing areas, and the.role of,

beliefW\and customs in sanitation Programs. 'The second Chapter
presents "how to's" for community health,eduecation. Distussians in-
clude %he group approach to introducing new ideas, communiWorgan-.
izatidn aimed at encouraging village people to want.to use a atrice,

44 a case study of'a pioject tO bring latrines to a 'Attar community, a
suggested outline forf use by countries in discussing health dduca-
qion of rtie public, and docu entation of community.data. The third
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chapter provides sanitation resource materkaase related-to basic health
sanitatihn, safe drinking water, clothes waslang,'personal hygiene,
dishwashing, household pest.eradication, waste disposal, food storage
and preparation, and infant care. The TiniA chapter discussds school:

- health education with "how-to's". Topics include the contribution of4

teachers to chlld health, correlating health. with other subject areas
suggestions fdr a health teaching unit, learning,actiVities, a draft
syllabus for health education .of ages 6-A.1, and health,education of
the tropical mother in feeding young children. 4

77.

Helt, Eric, H.: Economic Determinism: A Model of the Political Eton-
omy of Medical Care, International Journal of Hearth Seiwices, Vol. 3,
No. 3, 1973.

"Existing economic models of the medical care sector are2tharacter-
i.ied by unrehlistic asaumptions concerning (a) tile relationehip be-
tween medicaa care and health, (b) the economic behavio.r of botil etin7k.

sumers and providers of health care, and (c) the nature of politics
in the American culture. The model of the econo* of medical care
propoqed here attempts to correct for these logical and empirical
.inconsistencie's. The central argument is that the medical care sys-
-tem Oromotes not the healtb of the.people, but instead, economic,
politiCal, and cdltural inequality for a health profession's and
economic elite. when stresses within the medical qystem threaten
the iostitutional. conditions that sustain this inequality, they are
reestablished through state-sanctioned collective actfeTf."

78.

Henigman, J.J., Handbook of Social a d Cultural Anthropology, Chicago,
Rand McNally, 1973.

A standas,e cultural anthropology 'text. This book includes ir useful
/chapter fhtitled,"MediCal Anthropology."'

79.

Hyman, Hubert H.,.Intervtoewing id Social Research, University of
Chicago Press,.Chicago, Illinois, 1954.

This book provides information about the effect of the interviewer
on the inter-View situation. This subject is discussed in'some de-
tail. The following chapters- are particularly mieful to persons
interested in the effect df the field interviewer o,n the interview
situatlon and upon the validity of the data collected: A Frame, of
Reference for the Study of Interviewer Effect; Sources of Effect
Deriving from the Interviewer; Interviewer Effect tinder Normal.
Operattng Conditions; Reduction and Control of Error.
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80.

Hughes, C., Of Wine and Bottles, Old and liew: An Anthropological
Perspective on the New' Family Physician. Health,Care Dimensitha
3:17-49r, 1976.

a

The author Suggeats that the revival of the faMily physician in
J,

America is a reaponse to basic scio-pychol cal.ne,eds in opisiadea:
of illness. The,article relates_the functiois of the shaman to. those.
of the family physician to support t cross cu ural phenomenon. It .includes a detailed description of the.therapeutic techniques 'of a
shaman "in action" among the Apache Indians of the American South-.

west.

81.

Imperato, Pascal J., Nomads of the West African Sahel and the..Deaivery.
of Health Services to Them, Social Science and Medicine, Vol. 8,
pp. 043-457, 1974.

."This paper presents the experiences had in deliveringhealth ser-
vices to pastoral Tuareg and Maure nomads living in the Weat Africansahel- Because of the rudimentary nature-of the existing general
health services struqture amd existing attitudes towards health' .f
services among nomads, the mass campaign teChnique was e Be-
tween 1968 and 1971 campaigns were directed at Tuareg and ure groups
living in Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta."I

82.

s

fmperatcr; P.J.,4Traditional Medical Piactitionera Among'the Bambarra
of Mali .and, Their Role In the Modern!llealth'Care Delivery System,
-Department of Health, City of New Tork.and MinistrY.of Public Health
add Social Affairs,' Mali, TroP. Geogr.'Med. 27 (1.975) 211-221.

"The. Bambara of. Mall, who are sendentary agriculturists, number about
two million and are the most important ethnic group in the country.
They are gIadually being Islamized, but retain many'animist beliefs.
Their traditional medical care system poasesa a heterogenous 'group
'of praceitioners who have either ari animist or an Islam1c,culture
referen7ce. The txadttional medical care system of the Bambara was.
studied, and an evaluation of the quality of its practitioners made
on the basis of a survey conducted in 128 villages over 'an eight-year
period. During the study, patients, traditional practitioners and-
modern health workers were interviewed and their attitudeS.towards
one another recorded and analyzed'. Certain categories of traditional
practitioners have a definite constructive role to play in a modern
health care delivery system. Others, however, have had a long his-
tory and hivh incidence of charlatanism. . Legitimazation of these
categories and their incorporation.into the modern health care sys-7
tem ic not .recemmended."
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t

SasVan, M.A., Health and Illness in Highland South-Sumatra, Social
Anthropv.logx and Medicine, Edited by Logan, J.B., New York:e Academic
Preop, 1976.

D

This'ethnographic account presents an analy,pis of traditional environ-
mental knowledge and tts rilation to concepts of health in a particu-
lar cultural context: The author also describes.coneeptions of ill-
ness and diagnostic categories Among these peoplp. He provides a
developmental perspeceive on disease and itilness.

84.

Inghamt J.M.e On Mexican Folk Medicine, American Anthropologist,
72:7,-87,1976.

A deecription of folk medicine and practices related td health and
diet in Mexico.

85.

c. JelLiffe, Derrick B., & Hem-tette F. John, 'Cultural Problems in
Technical AssistanCe" in The Cross-Culture Approach to Health Be-
Haviqr, Ed. by Lynch, L.R.;.Cranbury, New Jersey, USA, Associated
Universi y Presses, Inc., pp..43-58, 1969.

_This'article focuses on-difficulties in conducting research dn and
providing teChnical assistance in developing countries. The techni-
cal assistance he .uses as an example is. maternal and Child healtl,
care.. ,The_article focuses on the difficulties in collecting data,.
.the unreliability of and problems with statistics and the interfer-
ence or-non-compliance a culture may.provide with beliefs rituals
and taboo's. The article nrdsents insights into these dif iculties
and.methods of surmounting or dealing with them.

86.

Johns, Tetley, chapman, Thoma and Raphael, Morton,-Gtide to Finan-
cial Analysis and int ducti n to Econamic Impact Aialysis for
Health Planning, U.S. Ppartment of Health, Education and Wslfare.
Pubfic.Health Skyvice. alth Resources A4ministration. Bureau of
Health Planning and Resou es_Development. Division of Planning
Methods and Technology. Na anal Health Planning Information Center.
DREW Publication No. (HRA 76-14513) June 1976.

This third publication in the Health Planning Methods and Technology
series is qa guide for health care planners for per.forming economic
and financial analysis of health care service projects. The guide
presents basic concepts and theories in health economics and insti-
tutional finance. .It of/fers td planning agency staff, review
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committee members, and agency hosrd members an approach for reviewing
the financial feasfbility of health service projects. The concept
of economic impact analysis is also. introduced.

e

87. I

Kapur, R.L., Mental Health Care in Rural India: A study of Exisiing
Patterns and Their Implications for Future Policy, Brit. J Psychiat".
(1975, 127, 286-93).

Three .ssparate studies were carried out to examine the .patterns of
mental tealth care in an Indian village. .The first examined the con-
ceptual'frameworks of the various traditional and modern healers.
The second was an attitude study inquiring about the type of healer
favoured for psychiatric consultation. The third was a population
survey in which every person with pne or more symptoms was asked if
henor she had consulted anyone for relief of distress. A conclusion
was reached that any scheme for introducing modern psychiatry into
rural areas should make use df the locally popular healers, both.
traditional and modern.

t88:

Kiev, A., Curanderismcf: Mexican American Folk Ps chiatry, New Ycifrk:
Free Press 1968.

-

This hook makes an important contribution to cross-cultural studies
of mental heaith. It is very useful for understanding the pellef
systems in Mexico and how these affect mental as well as physical

' health.

139..

-

Kiev, A., Magic Faith and Healing: Studies in Primitive Psychiatry
Today. London: The Free Press of Glencoe, Collier-Macmillan Limited
164.

It is the :aim of this anthology to underline certain of the common
as well as unique elements in the heUtling methods-and beliefs of
various groups throughout the world for the value such clarification
will.'have in providing a clearer perspective on social Snd cultural
factors in psychotherapeutic processes. This is a fundamental text
in the cross-cultural examination of mental illness and treatment.

90.

King, Maurice, Cross-Culture Outlook in Medicine in Medical Care in
Dexeloping_ Countries, Ed. by King, M. (Nairobi, Africa, Oxford bni-
versity Press) Chapter A, 1966.

ing makes the point khat cultuere is,equivalent to the sUm total of
the customs, beliefs, attitudes, values,' goals, laws, traditionb
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nd moral codes of a people. It is invisible. In remarking on the
importance of.understanding a culture he notes that usually one ac-
cepts the visible parte of arstrange culture and umconsciously grafts
ont2 them invisible'41ements from one's own culture. He asserts 'that
a al/berate cross-cultural view is necessary for the purpose of an
efficient and effective application of techniques. This brief paper'
is useful for the limited specific.questions it suggests should be
asked to obtain a crossf.Cultural view.

.

91 .

King, Maurice, Medical Care in Developing Countries, A Primer on the
Medicine of Poverty:and a Symposium from Makgrire, (Nairobi, Africa,
Oxford University Press, J966.

This symposium was compiled a'S a tool for doxtors working in develop-
ing countries aria students preparing to work in them. Thel.author
posits that medical care in developing countries is a major challenge
'and that it has a distinctive quality, "Medical care is the study of
how the fundamental knowledge embodied in medicine and publid health
cah best be applied to the betlefit of a community." The symposium
presents actual methrias to be ased in developing countries to pro:-
vide the results of medical care. The.text inclndes methods and
manuals available on'virtually every aspect of medic-al care
blood transfusion, anesthetics& maternity care, immunizing children
under 5 years, diarrhea in childhood, the economy of k district
hospital, the architecture of hospitals and health centers, admin-
iitration and teachiong, etc.).

92.

is .

King, Stanley, "Social Pwchological Factors in Illness". in Handbook
of Medioal Sociology, Ed. by Freeman, H.E., Lev4tne, S.,. and Ruder,
G., Englewood Cliffs, NewpJersey, Prentice Hall, pp. 129-147, 1972.

0

This papeCpresents the position that the etiology of disease muat
be considered multi-causal. The author discusses three ways in which
social, psychological factofs can be associated with disease: Psycho-
somaticwhere an individuTal'ii interpersonal environment4causes dis-
ease; psychological and social variables that facilitate the action
of biological or physical disease agei'Lts; lifestyles or customs .that
result in vulnerability to disease. Within eaeh of these categories
King presents theories or examples accounting for the affects and
process of these psychological factors,impacting as idsease. This
paper emphasizes the iwortance of expectati arding cause and
treatment that affect the perception of be g ill.

93.

Kiteme,'Kamuti, Traditional African Medicine, Medical AnthropologyN ,

.Grollig, Francis, and Haley, Harold, Faris: Mouton Publishers, 1976.

Referenced under source in which this ayticle occUrs.
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94.

Klarman, H.E., The distinctive economic characteristics Of health
services, Journal of Health and Human Behavioi, 4,, pp. 44-49, 1963.

The author describes the specific economic characteriptics of health
,services that differentiate them from other services. Medical care
corresponds to an objective need, not linked to ability t9 pay, and
ia regarded as having nriority. Illmess cannot be foreseen in terms
of individuals.but can be foreseen in terms of groups, so that the
financial resources to cope with it must.be calculated,on an nverall,
basis. The "consumer" has no clear idea of the effectiveness of
medical care, which he can judge only with difficulty, The profit

,lentive is lacking in certain cases and cannot be useeit9 explain be-
ii4vior. Health and education are Sometimes "linked products", in the
case of university hospitals for example. Economic systems play an
impo-r-tent part, especially in'the field of prevention.

95.

Kleinman, A., Kunstadtdr, P., Alexander, E.R., and Gale, J., Medi-
cine in Chinese Cultures: Comparative Studies of Health Care in
Chinese and other Societies, Department of Health Education and Wel-
fare, Publication No. (NIH) 75-653, 1975.

Thfs book-includes papers and discussions from a conference held'in
Seattle, Washington, USA, February 1974. It is a publication of
Geographic Health Studies, John E. Fogarty International Center for
'Advanced StedY in Health Sciences 1975. .The series 9i papers in-
clude field research reports (epidemiolosical, antniepological, and
clinical) in the areas of Chinese cuXture and medicine, psychiatry
'and public health. A section on contemporary socio-cultural studies
is particularly useful. These papers relate contemporary and his-
torical views on q044sine in Chindse societies.

96.

Koc'hat, V.K Schad, G.A...., Chowdhury, A.B.,.Dean, G.G., and
Nawalinski, T.., Human Factors in the Regulatiofi of Parasitic I fec-
tions: Cultural Ecology of HookworurPopulations in Rur l West engal,
Medical'Anthroyology, Grollig, Francis and Haley, Harold Par
-Mouton''Publishers, 1976.

Referenced under source in which this article occurs.

97.

Kriesberg, Harriet M., Wu, John, Hollander, Edward D.Aliklind Bon, Jc;an.
Methodological Approaches for Determining Health ManibTer Supply and
Requirements (2 Vols.) U.S. Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, Public Health-Service. Bureau of Health Planning and Resources
Development. Division of Planning Methods and Technology. National
Hialtn Planning Information Center, DHEW Publicatiot No. (HRA) 76-14512.
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?nig second publication in the Health Planning Methods,and Technology
series deacribes and eyaluates various methods.used to determine pre-
sent and Tuture health manpower supply and.requirements.

-
98.

Lambo, T.A., Traditional African cultures and Western medicine. Itr

E. Poyuter, ed..Culture and Medicine London: Wellcome Instituce
Publications.

Lambo reports on traditional African treatment of mental. illneas.
P .The author uses studies of these treatment techniques to develop a

new and successful treatment approach'Combininb traditional and mod-
ern treatments and yielding insights into psychiatric problems aSsoc-
iated with modernilOtion. This provides a useful illustration pf the
integration of modern and traditional treatments ofilkdtal illness.

99.

Landy, David,..Culture' Disease and Healing, Sew York: Ma Millan and
1977.

This isOlta very-recent text on medical anthnopology. It offers a'
. very useful oVerview 'and detailed perspective in the field.

L.

(f

.

100,

Langer, A., & Henshawt P.S., The interacting effects of public
'health, fertility behavior'and general economy on standards of
American J Medical Science, 23Q:119-127; 484-490; 605-621; 231:,407-
425, 1955-1156.

A global index was const ucted b the authors for classifying coun-
-tries in accordance Vith various factors (birth,rate, mortality;
population increase and d usity, calorie intake, energy consumed,
income per head). Countr s ean be classified in br.road Categories
,in accordance with this-index and the authors'. feel ,that,the factor or
jfactors.stimulating or hlocking ecöttomic develOpment can be deduced.
Different calculations are made in the study to discover how.tO main-

* of economic 'cleVelopmene. IHeAlth activities should be undertaken in
tain or improve the level of living in countries at different levels

a.planned.and balanced manner. In the first stages of development
. they may well yield sconomic benefits as great aa those of investment

in other sectors,

Ar.

_
Last,,Murray, The Presentation of Sickness in a Commufilty of Non-
Muslim Hausa, Social.AnthrOpology and Medicine, Edited by Loudon, 3.
B-, New York: Academic Press, 1976.

This article diacusses' field studiy amo4 these people;, their concep7
tions of.Madical concepts; perceptions f sickness; and the moral

z
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1

and ritual aspeCts of sickness. This 16 useful as a descr ption.of-
cultural views of illness. An appendix offering a summary of Hausa
medical concepts is alsa,pertinent.

102.

Leeson, Joyce, Social Science and Health Policy in:Preindustrial
Societ.y, International Journal of Health Services, Vol. 4, No. 3,
1974.

"In spite of uniortunate legacies from colonial-days, social scien-
tists in the health field in the Third World could make an important
contribution by examining why 'rational solutions' are not applied:
to the multitude of problems that exist-e This would require an his-
toricel analysis Tif'the status and rOles of health personnel, and a
recognition of Ore contradictionetween the interests of the metro-
(politan countries and the urban elites of the Third World, on the
one hand, and the rural musses on the 'oeher. Tbe principles guiding
'the:health. services of the People's Republic of ,China have led to
very different and apparently mbre-appropriate sermiCes, but it se'ems
unlikely that thqse will be applied eleewhere under4,resent circum-stances."

103:

Leininge Madeline, "Towards Conceptualization of Transcultural
Health dare Systems:J Concepts and a Model" -in Health Care DiaOsions
3, ed. y Madeline einingeriF.A.-Davis Co., PhiladelPhia, pp. 3-22,1976. -

In th s brief article Dr. Laininger provides a history o her'pur-
.suit/of a formal'transgultural health care perspective n the health
care profession. The article includes a disCussion of,fundamental
serious problems that occur in transcultucal health work: ignorance: .-of the local peoplZ's viewpoint cm health and health care systems,
inattention to the social structure /and various social systems of
which the health system a part; culture shock, culturokimposi-
tion of one's own valuess beliefs and practices on another gro4p.

vastly super Also presented are general concepbs involved An a

ethnocen Asm regarding the American and. Western health system I

comparative.or transcultural study .of health care like indigenous
versue professional systems. A tianscultural conceptual health model
that provides general systems and sources of values and information
to be studied is piresented. The author suggests this model is use-
ful to study, analyie and compare health care systems,of various
nations.

104. (

16-

\Leslie, Charles, Asian Medical Systems: A Comparative tudy London
University of California Press, Ltd., 1976.

,This. text is the result of the fifty-third Buy Mortenstein SypIposium.
The Symposium aim was to 4evelorenew lines of research in medical
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anthropology through the study of Asia's medical systems. The text
contains 19 articles on the following topics: the great traditions
of Hindu, Arabic and Chinese medicine; the structure and character
of cosmopolitan medicine; the adoptive applificance of medical tra-
ditione; the culture of pluial medical skstems; the ecology of indi-
genous and coemopolitan or Western medical practice; medical reviv-
alism; and a perspective with suggestions for further research hy the
philosopher W.T. Jones who attended the Symposium.?

The articles note Wistorical development of medical traditions, meth-
ods of cure and research in various parts of Asia. An emphasis of
these papers is comparative cases within each medical tradition. The
editor identifirs three main'streams of medical practice and theory
that originatedn the Chinese, South Asian and Nediterranean civi-
lizations. TheAhistorical roots of these, modern representations
of them and their relationship to Western or cosmopolitan medicine
are the foái of the vatious

105.

Leese, W.A., Chinese Body Divination, Its Forms, Affinities and
Functions. 4.os Angeles: United World, 1968.

Source not referenced..

106.

Levin, 4.L., Cirst-effectice-ness th maternaland Child health, impli-
cations for program planning and evaluation. New Eng. J. Med. 228:
1041-1047, 1968.

. A

.This study briefly discusses t results of cost-effectiyeness anal-
ysis applied.to 10 maternal an child health-program:des. The results

\ are presented in terms of deaths avoided, handicaps prevented, etx.
The author stresses the limits of such a method of analysis as a
decision-taking tool in the health aector.' It is necessary, however,

''\so as to arotoe Awareness of the lack Of basic data, encourage the
hetter use of resources, etc. It should find a place in the overall
nalysis of,the health system of which the various special programmes
orm part and should Stimulate. research on health indicators.

J
1q7.

Le ine, B.A., Culture, behavior and personality: An introduction to
th comparative study of psychosocial adaptation, Chicago: Aldine,
19

Thia text provides an introduction to the field of culture and per-
sonality research. That is the comparative study of the.conections
betWeen individuals (their behavior, patterns and mental functioning)
and heir environments (social, cultural, ecOnomic, and political).
The book includes an overview of existing theories and methods related
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to this interdisciplinary effort; a discussion of "population psycho-logy," an evolutionary madel of culture and personality; and a dis-cussion of a variety of research investigating individual disposi-tions'in certain social Ohttings.. The inierdisciplinary nature oflield.covered by this text makes its. content eheoretical and'hypo-thetical. It provides few in-depthAkppliCations to developing na-'tions, but its prinCiples could be applied to those.people.

108.

Lewis, G., A View of Sickness in New Guinea, Social Anthropology andMedicine, Edited by Loudon, J.B., New York: Academic Press, 1976.
' This article discusses main distinctions in illness; behavior inserious illness; communication_ with.the sick person; the verbs forsicknesS and their _implications-IAble motives for behavior dur-ing illness; classifieation of illnesses; responsibilities in assum-ing sick behavior; problems of comparing illness and disease. A use-ful depiction anci analysis of the meaning of health and illness inNew Guinea.

1b9N

Lewis, O. TeRotzlan, Village in Mexico, New York: Holt Rinehart andWinston, 1960.

,,

'An amthropological account of life in Mexican villages. This des-criptkve text includes detailed accounts of healing and the preven-tative strategies b It. into lifestyles pf.the people.e
i.....,:,

Logan,:M., Hamoral./Medicine A.n.Guatemala and Aeasant Acceptance ofModern dicine, Human Or aniia n, 32(4) p..,4385-395, 1973.
(

This art le discusses the hVitor of humoral medicine, its struc-ture.: and the functions,it sers f.r the peasantry in Guatemala.
Logan provides an analysis of khe nitive system .that underlies
humoral classification. He di cusses and reports_examples of how

1/4------...

commitm cent to humoral medicine an impede effective medicalcare.
Additionally.. he provides stigge ions for improliing health. care to

. these people-)
af-

,

,

,This is a very useful document fo'r tin erseanding hUmoral medicineand the belief system of Indians and Lad-ind peasants in Guatemala..
Logan provides insight into how this system can be integrated into
modTPrn medicine in rural areas.'

.\

.(%

Loudon, J.15 Social Anthropology and Medicin (Ed), New York:
Academic Press, 1976.

This is a collection of papers' presented at the'annual conference,Of
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the Association of SoCial AnthropolOgists held in 11972 at the Univer-
sity of Kent at Canterbury. The,papera are based on field research

, and ad+is three questions: what conCepts have been found refated
etiology or the modern medical' pathological process; what notions

regarding normality and.deviations,from that exist and how do they
compare with those, employed inthe biomedical approach; and are dis-
tinctions made within indigenous systems of medical classification,
that correspond to or are mere useful thanvthe- notions of disease and
illnes.s. Several of these papers are refelenced separately ,in this
document.

112.

Loveland, Franklin-O., Snakebite. Cure Among the Rama Indians of
Nicaragua, Medical Anthropolngy, Grollig, Francis and Haley, Harold,
Paris: Mouton Publishers,-1976:

Referenced under source in whiCh this article occurs.

413.

Lynch, L. Riddlck, The Cross-Cultural Approach'to Health Behavior:
Cranbury, N.ew Jersey, USA, Associated University Presses, Inc., 1969.

This text.' is a..compilation of twentyfour separate research studies'
and articles on .Cultural groups throughout the world, including the
Americas., Africa, Asia and island groups in the South padific... The e
are presented to familiarize the reader with various c'ultures and to
convey the point that enatom is the basis..for thought, and action.
The firse part o,f the book is a series of articles diat serve as
buidelines for the application of anthropological.perspectives to
-health practices in deveUping countries.

111

Maclean, C. Hospitals or healers? An attitude survey in Ibadan,
.Euman Organ ation, 25:131-139, 1966.

This article focuses on the phenomenon of competing medical systems.
The author illustrates how residenes use, in a complementary fashion,

4 w

medital facilities and personnel attached to care systems.that are
"coneeptually oppnsed.' She incIndea a description of the existing
. Western scientific medical care system that presents an alternative,
to.the'use of traditional healers in Ibadan. The_ data were.obtained
as part of a survey funded by the _British Empire Cancer Campaign,
and the study provides an example of the ,increasing relianCe on
social scientists for analyses of medicalcare Practices. Use of
;facilities and remedies prescribed by_both medical_traditions is
compared by sex and social gronping. Results indicate that the
"emerging middle class" does not respond to treatment of illnesS

'differently from the group living in the traditional Yoruba pattern.
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115.

Madsen% C., A study of Change in Mexican FolU Medicine.MIddle Ameri-can Research Institute. Publication 25. New Orleans: tulane
University Press,.1965.

Source not referenced,

116.

Madsel,)R., Hot and cold in the nniVerse f San Francisco Vecospa,
Valley of Mexico, Journal of American Folklor .; 68, p. 123-139, 1955.

A useful 'account-of the use of hbt and cold a t il:Oltions in the livesof people in this area of Mexico.

117.

A'MA, C1.0, Mixtec medical beliefiw'and practices. Ame ica Indi
19:12-150, 1959.

A description of medical beliefs and practices. Some of these have
been altered,over'time.

%

1-18.

Martin, Kitt;erine Gould, Medical Systems in a Taiwan Village: Ong-
ia-kong, the plague god as modern physician, Medicine in ChineseCultures: Comparative Studies of Health Care in ,Chinese and Other .

Societies, Edited by Kleinman, A Kinstadter, P., Alexander, E.R.,and Gale, J., 1975.

In this ppper the author describes the a,etting and background .of the
Ong-ia-kong cult and an evening's aession with them; the kinds of
ailments and treatminta used; and distinctions between medical prac,
tices associated -with Ong-ia-kong and the'rest of hedlth tare avail-able. Ong-ia-kong is one of the'many cults in the Chinese sacred
medical system.' Other types of health care are Chinese secularmedicine and western-style medicine.

119.

Mead, qargaret, Reciprocities Between Domestic and Overseas Health
Services Inventions, Journal of Medical Education, 42:822-825, 1967.

The author discusses the needs of health care in the United States
-and developinig. nations. She emphasizes a need for a single standard
'of excellence for-worldwide health care exclusive of race.or economic
status. Her depiction of developing countries includes a pride in
the past as well as a willingness to participate in health care
innovations. This is carefully distinct from her depiction of the
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culturally deprived and disadvantaged of the U.S. Given'the needs in
both areas-,the author calls for a heafth profession that is nonhier-
,arehical,,Independent of status based on degr-es. She also suggeats
the creation of experimental health service clemters in which developed
and developlAgcountries.can work together.,

*411

120.

*
. Mechanic. A. Medica Sociology, New York,'The'Free Press, 1968.

. .

-' This is a basic text in medical sOciology. The author has selected
for inclusion what hc believes to bC the fifteen most important and,
.c,orimoti areas'of aCtivity in medical sociology. These are: distri-,

,dire'
..butfon and etiolOgy of disease; 'cultural and al responses to
illnt:iss; soeio-culturtil,aspects of medical e; mortality; social
epidemiology; organization of'medical practice;.sociology of the
healing Occupations; sociology of the hospital;_community health
organizations; social change and health daie; medical education; ;

i stress and disease; social and community psychiatrY; health polisy
and politics:

,

I.

a

1,21,

Merton, Robert K., Fiske, Marjorie, Kendall; Patricia The
Focused Interviev: A Manual of Problems and Procedures! The Free
Press, CIenCoe,'Illinois.

This book iscusses one melkhod of interviewing... A "focused inter-
VieW" dea s with a situation in which the interviewer is asking queS--
tions ab t an-event or experience which is familiar t the respon-i
.dent. For example, an interviewer asking questions about the serviCe
of '3 health center with-an indiyidual from a community sirved by that
health center would-be an example of a focused interview.

122.

Messing, Simon D., Emics and Etics of Health:Problems in Ethiopia,..
Medical Anthropololly, Crollig, Francib and Haley, Hayskl.d, Paris:
Mouton Publishers, 1976.

Referenced under source in whlch this aiticle occurs.

12

Mcpsing; Simon D., Discounting Health: .The Issue of Subsisterice and
Care in am Undeveloped Country, Social Science and Medicipt, Vol.
Op. 911-9161973.

%

The Concept ,tdiarounting health' .is prOposed as a heuristic model
fOr analysikaf differing yerceptions-concerning 'cost-benefit';as
Oese reia*to.systemsiof health care. This proce6ure be.camenec-
esary 'durinattalysis of data /atherell.in rOral Ethiopia to'measure.

r
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4

.the effectiveness of new Heal.th Centers. This article includes a re-port of An evaluatiod of a health care interventio'n program. The

.author.p.roposes the ,"disconnting health" model as an explanation of
the pe'ople's perception that was not teleen into account In creating
ant.evaTuating the program.-

1"4

124.

.,,

Messini." Simon.D., Social PrOblems lelated to the Development of
Health in.gthiopla, Social -Science and Medicine; Vol. J p0.-331.-
317-,..1970. :- . e

. .4

This-article attemp s -to tr ace, briefly, some of the etiology of in-.

terrelated problems in a country in which fraditional values have no&
been distoited by a foreign-espAilished colonial period, aed. 01.0
hps experiencedonlysupdrficial change in 'modern tlmes. This makes
.it possible to View relationships more cleerly,than-rin other under-
dev0Ioped coiantris Where they may.exfstv in more'complex forms.

125.

'Mintz, Casamelar: the subculture of a rural popu lation in The
People of Puerto Rico, J. Stewart (Ed),Urban*: Ilniversity of

1Illinois Presd, 1956.

'Source unavailable for .re-ference.

176

..
.

,
,-.

.ftmtgomery, HAward, Systema and the Medical Practitioners qf a . ,:, -
Tamil Town',-Aeian _Medical Systmesz A Coniparativeltudyc-Edit4d by.

- Leskid, Cha lei.,,,Los Angelee: Uniyersity.of 'California ?rasa,- 1976.
,

<

Refer ed pnde soure in which this article oecura.,

127.,

Havarro, V. Sy
of,Planning SCience,

nalysis in the health eld,,. Sog o-Egonombica
, 179-189, 1969. 401

Health constitutes rbystem.that gan be broken down into subs tete'
(hospital t tm dumiciliary.treatment, etc.). It is'p Bible
to.study-t e movement of individuals throdgh each system dmission

.'gpf.,patients, movements between departments., disChargesY.. This ar-
ticle'examines the application,-of.Systems analysia-to tHe field- of
health servige planning. ,The author reviews:diffeent plannin'trmoUels thit haVe employed the'syatems adalysis'apOroagh,. and divi-
cusses their_ liMitaticips.
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128.

Navarro, Vincente, M.D., D.M.S.A., Dr. P.H., A Critique of the Pre-
sent and Proposed Strategies foe Redistributing Resbutces in the

'Health Sector, Medical Care, Vol. XII, No. 9, September', 1974.

jhis paper is divided intb three parts. The first contains a brief
'description of the'Past and #rasent distribution of physicians in the
United States.. In part two, it A* poitulated that the present stra-
.tegies,fer change based.en the 'market' ideology implicit in.:most
types of heaith.legislation will .not corrext,,but may strengthen, the
maldistrik tion. In part three, alternative atrategles for change

W-are pres a , with recommendations lor (1) shifting the planning and
regulato

10powers
ovev the llealtb secIor from the private to the pub-, .

lie sectoi andW) democratization or,health institutions', wfth con-
t,rol of these-institutions by elected.representatives of both those
who work in thim and chose in the Commnnities.who are served Wy them.

, The.possibilities ofadopting these 'strategies in this country are
. discUssed in-tbe.Jight. of some international experience, and with
Consideration of the present economie and political realities of the
Uhited.States.

...

,

Ndet1,-Kivutd, Tile Relevance of African Traditional. Medicine in
.Modern edical. Training and PracticeE.Medidal Anthrbpolosy, grollig,
Francis amid Haley, HaroldPaeli: Monten Publishera 1976. .t-*

.d
Thia articile'discusses-African traditional'medicinelat'some length.
.-The auth"Or atteMpte-te ihow,tbe evolutiob Of mei who'dxaw%froM phy-; .

and hupanist perspectives to provide, rational explaila-
--tions for life and theinevitability..of death. A-msefut descipt.ton,
of t,raditional,medicine And how it needs to.,be int'egr.ated into.mOdern-.

pracces and iraining.
' - -

130. \: : . iN

.4.
. . ,. .

'''%, .
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. .,

...,. lazubanei, H....SomiAspeCts of TreatmentAmong the Zulu, Aockal:.r,
'Anthropoloor and'Medicine.,', tdited by LoUd n,,z;J.B. , New York:'':.Acade.-

.. --7,- ,

mi :Press,,14.76\ . :. .,,.'

,/,,

. -
.

.

, This article describes social and tradittpna treatment6 of' illnes
- among the Zulu. Additionally it explains cut ial betiefsthaeSq- -, '.

port t4ese treatment procedures_ The anther pugges4 that, cb4ality,..
117'- and treatment ire dnderstandable and more sUnIMOni if 'seen an ,tbe:,A

,context of the mythDlogy,that supports the cilltUrp. -. ":
* i

C

A,

.

Obfvesek4re,.0ananInth, ThtImpact'61 AWuedio'Ideas on the tulture
angd.the fnaividualrin Sir, Lan,ka, Asian-110liat. SysteMs: A dbmparaifIre

p'Studx,.Edited..iby Leslie, Charles, Los Angeles: ISniverbitirof Caltfor-
,

nia Precis, 1976-77, .

lieferedcedAitier seurce in whidth this artivle 'occurs'.

..



132.

Qlesen., Virginia., Convergences and Divergences: Anthropology andSociology in Health Care, Social Sclente and Medicine, Vol. pp.421-425, 1975.

HAstorical and social influences have shiped medical sociology andmedical anthropology in similar ways, yit have produced different, eat-.phases within these disciplines. Medical sociology, in particular,bears the imprint of sociology departments where most of its practil'
'tioners, scholars and teachers have been trained. Eight major sub-stantive problems are noted as areas where the disciplines could pro--fitably work together.

y4

133,

.0pler, Morris E., The Cultural Definition of Illness rin,Human Orgatqzation, Vol. 2.2.(1), pp. 32-40, 1963.

This article describes the practiFe and meaning of Ayurvedic sciencein India. Upler describes in,de,tail the.explanations fot,sicknesathat are used.and how treatment is integrally related to Ehese con-.ceptions. This afticle is.a classic in this literature4 ' It affairs'a very useful detailed description qf the-belief system-and teethods'of indigenous systems of medicine in rural India.

434.,

Orso, E., Hot and cold in fOrk medicine of the island o.f Chlra, Costa.Rico. Working Papu. Institute of Latin America Studies. BatonRouge Louisiana State University,
6

Source unaVailable for reference..

ee135.
4

,s
.

4Pattl, Benjamin, "Anthropological 15erspectives of Medicine.and PublicHealth", -.Annals of the American Academy of Political, and SoialScienCes, 346, lip. 34-43,'March, 1963. A
,

,
.In this article Paul elucidates reasons he sees for difficulties. 4n-

implementationof-Western health grograms of disease prevention. This
,

. is I useful descriptio of generic pralliems in transmitting health.technology... It serve's .more descciptive and awareness purpOses thanpreacriptive'suggestions fot change.
.,

136.

Paul, Hedith Culture and Community, New York: Russell SageFoundation, 1955.-
.

Th'is volume perovides tase.material.' _All, the cases are written.by-
o*rati.ns who were directly involved in the action or who iived in the.'

4
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Community long enough to assess the Situation at first hand theough
direct observation or intgyview.. The case studies have been Selected
not beCause they represent excellence of program or praiseworthy ad-.
complishment'but ,because they Illuminate-various facets of community
process. The casee are grouped in air sections:. Re-EdUeating the
Community, Reaction to.Crises, Sex tatterns and Population Problems,
Effects of Social Segmentation, Vehicles of Health Administration,
Cambining Health,and-Research.

137.

Planning_National Nutrition Proprtrams: A Suggested Approach. Vol. 1,-
Summary of the Miethodology. Office of Nutrition, Bureau of Technical
Assistance, Agency formInte'rnational Development.

A systems approech is proposed for planning'nutrition programs. The
piinciples of the approach and an analysis framework for the nutrition
system are defined. The national nutrition spate= with such sub-
systems as the consumer, food supply, food distribution and processing,
and other related systems are described. AOlytical aspects of.the
selection of target groups and tentative go-Ols are-presented. The
art of.intervention is Addressed; identifying types and points of in-
'tervention, cemparing interventions, and evaluating nutrition inter-

vention. A final section is-devoted to strategies and tactics of

nutrition planning and psogramming including discussions of the value
of nutr4tion interventions, the organizatloh-of nutrition planning,
and the cost of'nutrition planning.

.118,

Ploi, Stanley C. and Edgerton, Robert B..(Editors) ChangintPerspec-
tives in Mental Illness, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
1969.

I.

This yolume contains a series'of paperS addressing basic questions in
the field of contemporary social psychiatrY. ..rarticularly relevant
tp a cross cultural perspective an mehtS.1 funess ate these: "On The
Recognition of Mental Illness," Robert B Edgerton; "Cultural Change
and Mental Illness," A.F.C. Wallace; "Transcultural Psychiatry: Re-

search Problems and Perspectives," AriiCiev; "Cultural Variations in
Ihe Development,of Mental Illness," Herbdrt Barry, III; "A Comparative
Study of Psychiatric Disorder in Nigeria and Rutal Nofth America,"
Alexander-Leighton;'"Pathology Among Peoples of the tacific," Ernest,
Beaglehole; "Merixan-Americans and Anglo-Americans: A Comparati:ve
Study df Mental Eealth in Texas," William Madsen; "Japanese-American

4

Menfal Illness," Harry H.,I.. Kitano.

119,

Polunin, I., Disease Morbidity and Mortality in China, India and flie

.Arab.Wbrld, Agian,Medical Systems: A Comparative Study, Edite4 by_
Leslie, Charles, ipos Angeles; University of California press, 1976.

Referenced unael. /source in which this article occurs.
go.
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1407

Porkert, Manfred, The DilemMa.of Present-Day Interpretation of ChineseMedicine, 4-edicine in Chinese Culsurea: -CoMparative Studies'ofHealthCare in Chinese
and.Other Societles',6 Edited by Kleinman, A., Kunstadter,P., Alexander, E.R., and, caleJ.', 1975.

The authof describes the natureiLand intent of this article: It can be.'.summarized as an atttmpt to'(after underscoring'the fundamental metha-=dological difference', hence the mutually comPlementaix,and not compei=iitive natnre. of Chinese:.and Western medieines): (1) lhow upculties impeding the amalgamation of both'systems; .(.2) demonstrate'the futility of amateurish
attempts, hence the necessity pf purpose-fully directe,c1 efforts to achieve this amalgamatA,son; and (3) give aglimpse of the vast increment of knowledge that will result if thisamalgamatiop is positively.achieved.

Porkert, Manfred., The Intellectual and.Social Impulses Behind theEvolution!of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Asian Medical Syste4Ms: AComparatie Study, Edited by Leslie, Charlea, Los Angeles: Univers tyof CaliforCa Press, 1976.
.

Referenced under source in which this art cle occurs.

142.

Porkert,'Manfred, ThEl Th'eore icel'Foundation of Chinese Medicine,Massachusetts', USA, Massachusetts Institute of TechnOlogy
Press, 1974:

This book presents an historical and theoretical examination- ofChinese medicine. In addition to the background it provides examples'of reinterpretation of ancient theovies,and those of non-Western,cultutes into modern terms. The author Cbgently,argues that simpletranslation and subatitution is _inadequate. What is necessarywand isdemonstrated in the book is an'integral comprehension of. the theorkeswithin their logical and historical settings.

1-43.

Press,'I., The urban Curandero, American Anthropologist, 73:741-756,1971.

This article reports on the actfvities and methods of curanderos inurban areas.. It illustrates the willingness of people to incorporate.modern medical practices into their-therapeutic strategies.

11-4, ,7'*
Press,..I., Urban Illness: Physicians:, curers,and dual use in Bogota,JOurnal of Realth and Sacial, Behavior, 10:209-218, 196.9..

..

iThis stuclies the nat ve systemeiof cpr ng in Bogota, Columbia.
4., ,

I
.
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I.

145.

"Priorities in international technical assistance health programs." .

Joint statement by, the Public Health Division of the Foreign Operations

Administration and the Public Health Service and Children's Bureau of

the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

This Paper discusses the need for the'establishment of priorities in

health.technical assistance to the developing world. Factors deter-

mining ptiorities are enUmerated as: technical and administrative

feasibility, early recognizable results, results attainable relative

to cost, takeover ability by host country, and numb af-

fected,

146.-

Purdum, B. Cordon, R., Michelson, Di, Health. Care in Colombia in

Florida Medical,Association Journal,,61(11):828-830, 1974.

This article briefly describes p
training in Colombia. This ar

government programs for public
criptions of traditional trea

.
, 0

ic health programs and medical
is useful for descriptions of the-

th and medical educetion. 14% 'lea-

nt approaches or culture are offered.

Quintanilla, A., Effect of Rural-Urban Migratiob on Beliefs and'Atti-

tudps Toward Disease and Medicine in Southern Peru, Medical Anthro-

pology, Crollig, Francis and Haley, Harold, Paris: Mouton Publishers,

1976. t_

Referenced under source in which this artitle occurs..

,148.
-

Read, M., Culture, Health, and DiSease, Lond .cEngldnd,. Tavistock

Publications, 1966.
lr

The first part of this bov,k covers the

standing people's reactions to moder

to( health, inherent in an
'

tin

ment are related to peoples own
preserve a measure of health.

a 'system of traditional care
concept of folk medicine an
together With the relatio
medical personnel. In

into' of social scienti
are explained.
and social continui
fesponse t 'healt
training o hea

essential.background for under-

health programmes. The hazards

and,often hostile tropibarenviron-
attempts to deal with sickness and to

4ese'practices are preSented here tikp

(:)r sick peofle, incorporating the

he methods, of'divinatibn.and healing,

f 'traditional practiti6ners' to mOdern

II and IlI.someiblf,the metlieds and lind7

s who haVe studied these traditional. systemi

cognition of the dual-process of social change

,and its relation to the ambivalence of people's

programmes is emflhasized as an essential in' the

personnel for work in rural ai-eas.
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Ape
149.

Redfield, R. and Zark, M., The treatment of.disease in Dzitas Yucatan,
Vol. 6, Contributions to Aierican Anthropology and Histdry, Washington,
D C.: Carnegie Institution, 1940

This presents a pattern of hot cold classification among another Meso-
American group. It also discusses in detail treatment procedures for
physical and mental illnesses.

k.

yO. lit

ReichelrDolmatoff, C. and Reichel-Dolmatoff; A., The Peilple.of Automa,
Chicago:. University of Chicago...rress, 1963

A description of the c.ultural lifestyles of these people in South
America.

151.

Rice; D.P. 6 Cooper, B.S., The economic value of human life, American
Journal of Public Health 57, 1954=1966, 1967.

Quantification of the value of human life is not new (it As used 'by
insurance companies) but it is encountered to an increasing extent in
costibenefit studies of health.. The aim of this study is to provide
precise estimates that could be uded by..planners. The econoMic value
of an individual is defined by his productive capacity and based on
the average income per age group, taking into account the average-ex-,
pectation of life at each age. Different values Of fiuman life are
calculated for the.USA in terma of aget-race, sex, and educational
level. Detailed tables.are provided. The means of quantifying_the
value of human life presented here are based on American values. For
this reason it should be used by a developing nation with caution-
However, the componerits'included in the quantification provide guide-
lines for others.

. 152.

Richardson, M., and Bode, B., Popular Medicine in PDarenas Costa
Rica: Urban and Societal Features. Middle Amerian Research Insti-
tute,,Publication 24, New Orleans: Tulane University Press, 1971

Source unavailable for reference.

1.53.

Alobert§, 8.J., Concepts and methp.ds of eve uation in health-educatiOn:-
.International Journal of Health#"tducation, 5; 52, 1962.

Thisearticle descsibes the concepts related to evaluation, particularly
program, effectiveness and efficiency." As is tiotvd.ln the artiCle, the

67
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1

i

former indicate& the exten ..of objective aChievement and the latter is
quantified bT,input-output ratios. The authpr'atresses the notion that
evaluatton is a .continuous:activity carried out.at different atages of
the planning process.

. -7

.

.

154.

,

Robertson, L.S. & Heagarty, Medical Sociology': A General Systems
Approach, Nelson Hall Publishers., Chicago, Illinois, USA, 1075.

4 h
This is a textbook in medical sociofogy,presenting contemporary princi-\
plea and theories with uieful critlookems,and notations of qualifica- h .

ti9na.. The authors, a soCiologist -and a medical doctor, pre,semi the
.

fundamentals of systema theory and discuss the relationship of social
.\

systems to disease. The applications tre only drawnfor Westerne pri--,\
marily American medical systems and healt4 problems. The chapters-with
international scope are brief and -containqittle techni.calinformation.,

155.

,

Robertson; R.L., Issues in measuring the.economic, effects of:personal .

health serVices, Medical Care, 5, 362-368, 1967.,

-this paper sets out basic concepts in relation tothe Measurement 'of
the economic effects of persOna1 health services, essentiaIIy in. terms

- of the working.time galned by ehe decrease in illness andaccidents..,
This article is based on American notions of disease andoproductivity.'
He:we, any use of it in non-Western, countrieS should be done with .cati-,

'

156.

Rund, Nadine H. "Application of the social compass to t e study of
. health'.." Health Program Systems Center, Division of Ind n Health,

September, 1069.

The Social Compass as a tool in comprehensive hea.lqeall_inn ng.Lis re-
commended. It is used to gather information focuan oi-ka or aspects
or.patterms of culture such as health, education, religion, govern-
meht, agriculture, manufacturing industry, economics, social organiza-
tion and others. The elements selected to systematically focus at-
tention upon rhe specific pattern are: history,'space, relations, re-

- sources, technology, knowledge and belief, valties, goals, norms,
position, social rank, sanctions, an# power and influence.

\

157'.

Salzberger, R.D., Cancer: Assumption& and reality cobcerning delay,
ignorance and fear, Social Anthropology and Medicine, EditedAby.
Loudon, J.B., New York: Academic Xress, 19,76.

The article presents theunderlying assumptions affectini; the :recog-
-Oition of sickness'. The 'author illipstrates the universality .of these

`I%
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4

assumptions and dep cts their actual
studiva.

influence on behavior in case

158.
4

Schmale A.H.,,Giving up as a common pathway to changes in health. InAdvance in Psychosomatic Medicine; Vol. 8; Psychosocial aspects of
physical llness, Ed. Z.J. Lipoloski, New York, S. Karger, pp. 20-41,
1972.

This chapteepresents hypothetical psychological conditions (emotions)
and processes that affect the progress of disease.: 'he article re-
views current literature relevant to Frank's (1961) evaluation of the
medical-therapeutic efficacy of.curireg ceremonies in "preliterate set-tings." The issues kocused on are related to contemporary psychoso-
matic medicine.

k
159.

_Scrimshaw, Susan, An hropology.and Population Research Applicaiion iti
Family Planning Programs.. Presented at the 71st.annual meeting of The
Amewican Anthropological Association, Toronto, qanada, DeceMber 2,,
1972.

.

Tills publication discusses the role of antHropology in population re-
sarrch which is defined as including demography, the relationship be-
tween culture and fertility, investigation leading to development and
evaluation of family planning programs, and clinical and laboratory
research on contraceptive methods and infertility. The specifig con-
tributions of anthropologists in all these areas are presented. "7An...;
.thropological demography with a diacussion of curfent researchare
presented. Areas where a knowledge of anthropology is likely to be
impvtint for Optimum delivery of family pfanning services include:
location of clinics, clinic hours, clinic staff, staff-patienCinter-
action, communication, clin'ic procedures, aibiance and type of clinic.
Topics for research On the content Of family planning programs are
proposed to include: culture and side effects, mode of use, cost,,
communication knowledge of methods, practice of methods and attitudes.

160.

Scrimshaw, Susan C.M., ."Cultural values and behaviors related to
population ch Inike." Institute of SociologyEthics and the Life
Sciences; .1977.

,. . An ovespew of the relationship of cultural values ind behayiors to
.population Cha ge is.provided, Topics addressed include cultural norms
and behaviors xegarding-family size, cultural values.and population
change at the family level, and cultural valu s,and population change
iu.terms of lamilY plannin4 prograMs. Four s eps,for. the analysis of
cultural values and family planning programs aretutlined: The author

.1.4. states-that much of the natitnal and international .bitterness over
family,planning.appears to stem from two factors: "(1) lack orovert-

69
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awareness of the culture-specific' values and behtivi.ors which affect
fertility anl ,family size on the part of people within and outside the
cUlture, 2) diéregard (or ignorance,of) these values by individuals .

And agencies at.both. national and international levels.

161.

.Scrimshaw, Ausan C.M., and Pelto, Gretal.H., "Family composition and
structul-e in relation to nutrition and health programs': impact and
measurement." Paper prepared fbr a Conference on-the Evaluation',of
the Impact oi Health and Nutrition Programs, Pan American ReaT Or-
ganizatkon, PanaMai August 1-4, 1977.'',

The purpose of this,paper is to aid in the conceptualization and oper-
"Nationalization of outcome variables for studiestof the impact"of

nutrition and nutrition-related health programs on family composition
and structure. An attempt is made to focus on outcome measures of
potential utility to action programs. After a.presentation of the
relevance of the problem, this paper presents a model for conceptual-
izing the impact of health and nutrition programs on family size and
structure. This model focuses 1bn the most pirtinent variables and
relati ns h ps in the experience of the authors. ,Section three de-
lineat s so e basic methodological isaues, while section four pre-
sents some con rete suggestions for data collection and analysis.

162.

All.; A Ctze study C disease and culture in action: Leprosy
among tjle Hausa of Northern Nigeria, Human Organizarion, 24:140-147,
1965.

This is a presentation of a case sturf involving leprosy and its,
management among the Hausa of northern Nigeria. The native belie\fs
and orie6tations toward.leprosy are contrasted with those.of Chriptian
missionaries who attempted to treat leprosy. Reasons for the sucCess
of tale government's tTeaZment program which involved Western scienti-'
fic Methods are reviewed. This article is useful as an illustration
of how competing medical traditions can interact in A positive wa)',
end lead to the contiol of a serious health problem,

163.

Ailon, The Interaction Between the itddle Eastern and Western
Systems ot Medicine, Social Science ahd.Medicine, Vol. 2, pp, 235-248,
1968.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the dynamics which can occur
when the system of medicine or tlfe Middle tastinteracts with the sys-
tem of the medicine of the West, The hypothesis to le considered l.'s
that, despite the apparent striking differenceS between the two medi-
,cal sySiems, planned ifiteraction can be of a positiVe nature with only
a limited area of poSsible Cultnre conflict. This hypothesis will be



considered by first analyzing the traditional system of medicine in the
Middle East and then structuring the interaction which can occur. Mat-
erial from studies of th6 Anteraction of other systems of medicine with
that of the West will be utilized to amplify and supporc the hypothesis.

164.

Siegmann, Athilia E., A Classification of Sociomedi al-Health Indica-.,
. tors: Ierspectives for Heilth Administrators and H alth Planners,

,International Journal of Health Services, Vol. 6, N . 3, 1976.
\

-%The\conceptualization and operationalizatio% of measures of hez9.th
,Stat,us are considered. Health indicators are comceived as a sAbset
'of Li:Octal indicators, and therefore, as any social indicator, they are
viewed as derivative from social issnesz The interrelationships of .

different frames of reference for defining and meas ring health that
have accompanied three distinct health problem patt rns in the United
State:3\11re viewed from a developmental perspective. Mortality and
morbidity rates, the traditional health indicators, by themselves no
longer serve to assess health status in developed n tions. Their de-ficiencies s indicators serve as background for a lassification
schema for sociomedical health status indicators that relates health
definition frames of reference, measures of health s atus, and heal'th
problems. The role of a group of health indicators- scoiomedical
health indicators--in the current formulation of health status mea-

t, sures is assesses's_

165.

Simmons, Ozzie G., Popular and Modern Medicine;in Mestizo Communities
of Coastal Peru and Chile, Journal of Amerlican Folklore,. 68, pp. 57-
71, 1955.

4

This article is a cla#sic in the fielt. Itbdescribes the major etio-
logical categories used to define and explain illness in these cUltures,
The author emphasizes the important point of the.willingness of popu-
lar medicine 'and the people'to accept a great deal from modern curing
practices. The people see certain illnesses as curable by doctor's
remedies, nthers 11 household or traditional and some illnesses as
curable by bot)1 meens.

.

166.

Smith; Karl A., Health Priorities in the Poorer.Couniries,-Social
Science and Medicine, Vol. 9, Tp. .121-132, 1975.

The anthor discusses the complex problem of setting Priorities in the-
context. of needs, felt needs andAamands; and nf the perceptions end
intgrestsof those who finance, deliver.and benefit from, the delivery
of healthiurVices. Related 'methodological difficuLties in data col-
lection are ienla4ered.

71



167.

SObier, R. Gaining Awareness of Cultural Differences:. A Case,Examp e.
Hea.Ith Care Dimensions, 3:67-81, 1976.

This 4rtic1e describes the experiences of a nurse as she .gained aware-
ness OT.cultural differences while treating an elderly Jewish man in
Belgium in 1958-1959. She recommends the importance of being sensi-
tive to cultural differences.,. In addition, she recommends against the
use ofexplicit criteria for the closing of nur'se-patient relationships
of a psycirotherapeutic nature. This'article provides a moving descrip-

. tion of the relationship between a patient and nurse. The'utility for.
obtaining a cross-cultural viewpoint or sensitivity is limited. 'The
article does offer an illustration of thelintegration into a patient's
culture and family that is sometimes expected for psychotherapeutic

168.

Sobin de Gonzalez, Nancie, L., Beliefs and Practices Concerning Medi-
cine and Nutrition Among Lower-class Urban Guatemalans, American
Journal of Public Health, 54' (10) pp 1726-1734, 1964.

This paper attempts to deScribe the then-current medical and nutri7.
tional beliefs and practices among lower-class urban Guatemalans. A
majority of the Ladinos studied were born in rural areas -and had Moved

\tp the city in early youth'. The study is based up,cn questionnaires
and interviews examining these peoples conceptions of-disease, nutri-
tion.,-contagious and motivation for behavior a#4 illness. This article
is useful as- a description of the fcilk'beliefs that have survived with
Ladinos integrated into a city ife.

169.

MelfOrd, Ghosts, Ifaluk and Teleological Functiomalism, American
AnthropoldgiSt, 54, pp. 497-503,. -Oct.-Dec. 1952

1

Micronesia--Description of the Ifaluk religion and its impact on
erceptions of illness-. Primarily a. psycholegical-psycho-.

anateli: erpretation of the function of these beliefs.

170-,

Spiio, M.E: Burmese Supernaturalism: A Study in the Explanation and
Reduction of Suffering, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice Hall,
1967.

A stu4y of.indigenoufv_medicine in Burma. Titis text includes detailed:
descriptions-of the belief systems that peritate this culture; how
they affect the lifestyle of people and medical treatment.

72



171.

Stahlein, William, A rransubstantiated Health Clinic in Nepal: A,Modelfor the Future, Medical Anthropology, Grollig, Francis and Haley,Harold, Paris: Mouton Publishers, 1976.

Referenced under source in which this article occurs.

7

172.

Struening, Elmer L., Apprdaches to Evaluation: Social Area Analysis,
International Journal crf Health Services, Vol. 4,, No. 3, 1974.

Definitions of evaluation research are given in this paper, folldwedby a brief history and definition of social Aea-analysis. Three typesof evaluation studies--descriptive, comparative or correlational, and
experimental--are described and exemplified. The role of epidemiolo-gic data in describing catchment areas and in the identification and .location of high-risk populations is discussed-. Applications of muiti-variate statistical procedures for identifying salient dimensions ofdefined iireas and for developing equations linking area characteris- ,tics to rates of service use are described. It is concluded that ap-plications of social area analysis methodology can make imPortani con-
tributiens to the evaluatipn of health delivery systems serving catch-ment area populations.

173..
46-

S ntridist The D ma ca of Health II: Hondur s, U.S..bepartment Of
Health, Education, and Welfare,,Puhlic Health ServiCe,, Oifice of Inter-national Health, Division of planning. anci:,Evaluation, May,-1972.

A compiehengive integration of the.resouices, that Honduras has:at hand
would surely help the country break.out of iis circular dilemma of
disease-poverty-disease. Indeed0he fact that the major diseases
frot which -the population sufferS--malaria, intestinal parasitism, mal-nutrition, and respiratory diseases-are preveneahle and fall under thejurisdiction of already established government programs points .tethefact that .such programs deserve a higher priority and better.adminis-tration.

What appears to he a chrosic state i:4 ill-1iealth is actually an tin7
reasonable demand made upon an'inadequate ublicbealth sector-. Thehealth sector appears'to be inadekuate hec use of 1.nadequacies of.other!
public-Sectors. , For example, the populati n of 4onduras suffers from
malnutrition because the high protein foo4is raised in Honduras are
prima-rily exported. Entpric infections ren rampant because water.and
sewage systems are virtually non-existent', and water sopill4os o're. .

contaminated b human,.activity. Educatlowv4 the- peopleaf-Hon4urae
in health cares Counts for very little:.:because very few.people finfish
a secondary ed cation. With only. 651 Wthe available hospital beds
in_use, yet with only 1/3 of'the poliillOittn. ever receiving any health
care whatsoever,'.efforts'it increased :Cothmunication and av.ailabilltf. .

.

, .

should be made. In addition dire'zi:concentration an agricultural
.

7.3
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d evelopment, adequate water systems, education, and improved disease7
eradication pToceduyes are in order. Much:6K this depends upon ad7
ministrative reform. .These iaeps.are desighed to'.'make betttr utie of
existing health.facilities and to change the relationship betWeen the
health sector and otlAr sectors from a nesative one to a .positive one,
thereby reversing the:present trend of a population outdistancing its
means of support.

1.74. -

.Syncrisis: _The pynamics of Health III: Perspectives and Methodolozy,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office\of Inter-
national Health, Division ofiPlanning and Evaluation, June 1972.

Thia document, dis'cusses. certain key ;issUes AnVOlved in health sect_or'
assessmenta- They include the following:- the epidemioiogio.basis
of planning,'Oagnosia Of the health status.of 4 population, assess-

' ment of resource ladequacy,inter-Sectoral.problem sqiving, aconcep
tual model of asseSsment of project impact, the costs of disease and
t he zostA of inaction,'Nthe role of health planning in health stience:.

,_edUc(ation, and famiy planning guideliS fat Model implementation.

175.

IF

Syncrisis:, The Dynamics of Health V: EVSalvador, U.S. Department of
Health,Education and Welfate, Office of Interfiational Health, Divi-

_
.

sion of Planning and Evaluation, Optober(1972-
.

.

..,
.

- .,

This document is a sector asObsSmefht of the-health status5of El Sal-
vador. -The ,framework for analysis invalves geography, demagraphy and,
transportaon,'cultural characteristics, living.conditions 'nutri-
tion, population growN, majox disease prolems, and health care re-:.
ceived., Ihe conclusions of this analysis escribe malnutTition ,as

_ A

the pri4ary health problem,-,unavailability health services and lack
i of, adequatc,sanitation are secondary and terfiary concerns, r.espect-'-
iye1Y. .

176- -

*SyncrisiaI The Dynamics of Health VI: Haiti'(Revise0),f U.S. Dep
ment of Health, EdUcation and Welfare,'Public Healtb"Sersigce; Of
of. Internatiodal Health, DiVision of Program Analyaili.

. This cassessment evaluate,s the 'health sector of Haiti. The health
status of the population is'examined and vital statistics are pro-

. vided for 'Major disease conditions. The, major communicable diseases
tire discussed. Conditioning factdis influencing the health Elct6r
such-as climate-and-topography, ctilture and-history, polities, edu-
cation and communication, economy, and'housing and sanitation are
evaluated. Nutritional,status is considered one of the primary health .
concerns in Haiti,and is addressed ih this a sessment as such. Agri-
culture.is also evalu4ted witt.respeot to ma et, administration,

,



production' and Velhnology. The organization of public healih serv"icesAn invplving financial resources, health infrastructure, healthmanpower, and trining of,personnel is asseased. National health anddevelopthent planning and assistanCe offered by, international organiza-

,

yins are dis&ussede

Taylor, C.E. 6.1 Hall,' M.R., Healtil, popu lation, and economic dev.elbp-ment, Science, 157:651'1-657; 1967.
ne.

The aUthors* maintain Qat health is a particularly important asset forOrd. peoples of .the developing countries: The-fact that' economic growthhas been below that foxecastwand less than the population increasecaused a relct!ion amodg home'persons against health programmes, which,they .e- tfl% effective. The aut.pors point out the positive resultsaccoanyidg the development of health progvmmes are real: exploi-tation- of new land, idprovement of and increase id the labour force,and changes in attitudes and behavior. On 'the other hand, the authorspuesent evidence that shows a minimum health level is necessary.forpopulations, to agree'to limit or.space, rths; moreover, a minimum1;1.

orgaflization of the heAlth'services id essentiar.fctr the. imPlementa-.tion ora family.planning.policy.. In sum, the maintenance of health'activities at a relatively high Level in developing countries is juu-',tified by Ow aUthors not merely on humanitaAan but-also on economic'

.v
178. 4

Tayaor, Kenneth, Body and Spirit Among the panuma (YanoamaL of N th-Brazil, Medical Anthropologxy, Grollig, Francis and Hdrold,Paris: Mouton Publishers,e76.

4rReferenced under source in which thils 'article occurs.

179.
1.

,1

.

.

TeeliA -Smitheorge,-Moe Money info thelRedical Sector: lu This
- 'the Answer?- International Journal of Health Service, Vol. 3, No- 3,

,41973.

tfillts paper questlimithe convent
'-

assumption that add ional re-.sources are the besit Wily of imp'roving the quality of care providedudder a nation's health service. It also challenge& the proposition.that,aom& dlseases will always remain simply too elcpenSive td treat.'It'is pointed out that the iiroportion of health cdre4 concerned withlife and deat4Vituations is èxt-remely,siall, and that the,total
needs related with 'these aspects of medical care dre quite liimited, e. Extensive evideriee is.quoted to the effect that.'in other'aspects of'edical treatment, dealing with chronic progressive illness and with :latiVely trivial disease,Pthere.is uubstantial Misuse Rf resources.his arises primarily because theapresent patterns of morbidity andof demand fOr medical care have not yet been fully appuciated. In

ir
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addlxion, ad'inistrativequefficiency has addedfto the wasteful use
of resourdes; The idper argues that It is only In the caring aspects
.6f medicine, .as opposed to its preventive-and ,curative asReets, that
the potential scope fOr improvement tn quality of care is 'virtually"
hnlimited.

A

A

18Q.

-1;

Theorell, T.,'Erhardt, L.R.,:Lind, Sjogeen, A.,.Sawe
ecte'd PaychosociWVariables VI the Delay of Reaching the Coroner),
Care Unit, Acta Med)dand 198. 4..,pp: 315-317*,. óctober, 1975.

. Sixty-one firse admissinn's to a coronary Care unit have besn'analyzed
resardIng delay' pertod 'from onset o chest pain to admission to the
CCUin relatian tepsychosocial infOrmation collected' frsm the
closeSt relative: On. ,the whole,.psychosocial Variables seemed to

.

play a:modest role in the deferminatibn Of the deley period; HOwever,
one on 'type A' behaviot variable, idabilitr-to relax during lei-
sure time,.was'related tc) a.sh;rter delr period. Young flubjects...
tended to have a Lelativeli shortde,lay.-

. 181.

.711.1yar1 i The'glizabe.t,han 1?1...ctisre,..New-YoZk: The
MacMillan Company, 1944.

' 7
This text descr4es life in Engleind%and includes scrigtfons of med-
qcal:and folk medical treatmentg. ded is.a descrIptiim'of7the
influence of humoral medicine i the hea- bh-of thia English iii crtain'

0

per4ods df history.

182.

Topley, Marj rie,-Chine se and Western Medicine in Hang Kohg: loie
social and 94iltural clteiminanta of variation, interaction and change
qedicine in Chinese.Culttres: Comgarative Studies of Heelth Care in'
Chinese m Other Societies, Edited by Kleinman,-A., Kunstadterp:P.,,
Alexande E.R., and Gale, J., '1975.

-

Referponce'd under source in which this article Occters.

.183.

Turner, ICep Ildemba.Doctor in tractice in Klev A. (Ed) Magic Faith
andlleqlinz, London:, CollierMactillan, Limited, 1964.,

This chapter consista mainly of an 'ext ended case.study of ad Ude'mbe 7

chimbaki. At includesa detailed desoription of the, lifestyles and
belief.systema.of this group of people in Rh.odesia from 1950-1954.--r
The author identifies:the task'of the chimbaki as remedying 4the ille
of th corporate group while taking intcraccoUnt the nuance's'and.
deliCate distinctions of'interpersonar reaationehips.

76
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184.

Tyaer, David A., Resourced for,DeveldkiPent,
Organizatiofis and_Publica-tions, Nction/Peace Corps. Office of Multilateral and Special Pro- .'grams, Program-and Training Journal Manual Series No. 3A, August,Novaimber, 1976,

This document provides- an extensive 'Hat of organizations dissemina7ting'resource'materiala for development. Agericies are'listed fromthi,Jinited States,.Africa, Asia, Latin AmeKica and other internation-44. areas.. Information'pvovided,includes address, type of organiza--tion, type or informatkon'or serivice provided, and a descriPtion ofthe Activities In whpich the agencfes.are engaged. 'A separate section'lists useful publications with a brief description of foci relevant.to developing areas.

United Nations Conference on the-Human Envtronment, Stocktolm, 1972,
, Sui*ject Area IV. ,

s%
This Conference rePort dtscusses the need for acfion in treating en-.vironmental probleMs that affect human well-being. This includes a-ciiscdsgion of the.'social and culturar'dimensions of environmentalftobrems; social and cultural rOots of the,crisis; incentrives for- action. This report also presehts objectives of,-ac'tionl/means.oftaking iction and recommendations for action. The recommeddatiodsinclude: continilouk social diagnosis; educational action; public,in-j formation and participation; conservAtion, and creatipn and exchanfee"of information.'

'1146

aWn Etten', C.,'T-owaras'ilesea ch onlleaith Development in'Tanzan120,/S,ocial Science andtMedicine, Vol. 6, 'pp.. 335-354 1972.:
4

The Aim of this: article
4

is to suggest newways of medical sociblog
cal research'in particular in relation to modern :institutions pro-viding medicuil care'and ,training facilities. .An attempt.has'.beetmade to describe the characteristicsof socio-medical research intht past. It is argued that traditionally most research in thisfiel.d An Africa wits concerned Kith 2-Uhjects.like the system of tra-ditional medicine in the various etAnic groups and cultural and
social factors ielrafed to health and.disease. This article dis-
cuSses the need.ro irivestigate'.-the modern medical treatment units:
the training.centers and he medical'profession in order.to be able

. to assess whether the.pat ern* of,mfdical care and the trainfng sys-tem is well-adapted to the political Snd soclil requi ements OT the
. countbr..

I.

187.

We'tdman, Haze 'Hitson, A Behaviorai Science PerspectIve in the Cntil
parative Approach to the Deli'Very of Health Care, Social Science and%Medicine% Vol. 7, pp.-845'78604 1971.

1
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This paper, written from'a'national point of view (that of the. United
Staees) has.international aPplicability. .It focuses upow-problems in
the delivery of health care. By.auggesting's behavioral Science ap.t
proach tolosuch matters, it offers a better means-of'raising health It

levels than other.disciplina-bound efforts to date. The paper is
divided'into six parts. Part one addresses itself to the importance
of a behavioral science perspective by critiquing several key refer-
ences Which bear directly on the health serviceS system. Part two
guides the reader to the availakle anthropological, and Sociollogical
literature on health behavior.- It comments on. the inadequacy of each.
Part thlee provides a description of the compaVative approach tO

health behaVior and suggests.the extent to 'which' methodological re-
finepents have b-en made in:recent years. Part four discusses the
application of the comparative approach to the delivery of health
Ca're issue. Part five stresses the, magnitude.of-the need cor.a be-

havioral science perspective requiring-simultaneous attention to
.multiple disciplinary dimensions. Part six refers to the behavioral
science perspective in sOecific program settings in the United
suggesting that this approach will assuile an indisvetisable role
thenational-effort of .evaluation of the healtfeciAxe,.systeM.

188.

Weipbrod, B.A., Andreanb: K.L., Baldwin, R.E., Epstein, E.H., Kellog,
A.C., Disease and:Economic .Development, Madison,' The University of .

Wieconsin-Press, 1973.

This is a report of a study.of the econoMic-and health impacts of
schisto.somiasis and various control methodo -ies 'in St. Lucia 'is-
land. 'The repo-rt erabOratep the.problem of antifying the,effects.
of disease controLtechnologies in developing countreis,- This is a
msjlul-casestudy to undeystanding.the Complexities of the decision-
making proceis icgarding Aiseage eontrol/prevention technolpgies.

, ..7

ellin, E., Watef boiling in a.Peruvian town, in Health Culture and
tommlinitv, B. Paul (Ed), New York: Russell Sage FOundation, 1955.

.
This-chapter in Paud'S classic text falle in'the category of "re-
educating the communiCY." It provides /en acceunt of which peasants

1

decided to follow the ret,oMpendationa of the ICa Department.Health
4
Serviceand those:vho.did' net. The cases are reported.anecdotally .

:With infere ces as to why the women chose fo boil or not.

Wio

T e avthor.discussee prbblems associated with existing strateKies
for scientific and technological development of "less developed

,

. '

.k, Miguel S., .Scitence and technology strategy for ILD.C.!s
v, Vol. 196, 0242) May, 1977. .

.., .

a.
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countries" (UK's). He suggests that advanced countries consider-the-
implementation of_aavanced technologies and establishment of modern

oSeientlfic institutions 'as a,sOlution to development problems while'spokesmen for Ole de.yeloping world often view science and technologyfor development.as a panacea for all hiesdranees to progress. It isproposed that a primary concern in theseuntries should be a build-up d internal weientific.and technologigal capacity, the advance-ment f which will depend more_on eptablishing p.ermanent and strongllnf.s between the reseal:eh and de'velopment system, education:, and theeconoMy. At the same time letss emphasis might be placed oil importedtechnologfes.that tend_to "perpetuate hemselves fit a context of:general technological backwarAmess."
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